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From the President, Jeff Beavers, RCDD, OSP, CFHP

CHANGING LIVES AND
CONNECTING THE WORLD
The market drivers of our connected ecosystem are societal
and technological. Society is increasingly demanding data and
connectivity, faster internet speeds and capacity. Technological
advancements include network densification, Internet of Things
(IoT), smart cities, machine learning, upcoming 5G and a host
of yet unidentified emerging technologies. As with many
advancements, the barriers to deployment are legislative,
not technological.
Smart city networks require extensive work involving
old fashioned rights-of-way and the installation of poles
and ducts throughout city streets and in neighborhoods.
State and local infrastructure permitting policies are vital
for timely deployment.
Regulations that reduce state and local infrastructure
permitting hurdles are key drivers to success. States that
have already started to evaluate their policies to encourage
5G technologies will be the first to see significant economic
and consumer benefits according to The American Consumer
Institute Center for Citizen Research.
Change and the emergence of advanced technologies does
not diminish the effectiveness and value of older technologies,
therefore we should welcome mixing the old with the new.
Smart cities, IoT, and 5G, described as “the most significant
data network advancement to date,” will require an extensive
optical fiber-based foundation, built largely with decades-old
construction methods and apparatus. By the way, aerial is still
a popular approach to deployment. Moving forward, the phrase
“in with the new, out with the old” should be changed to
“in with the new, using the old.”
Inspecting and Testing Wood Poles (Occupational Safety
and Health Administration, standard 1910.269 App D) is still
performed with a Hammer Test by “rapping the pole sharply
with a hammer weighing about 1.4 kg (3 pounds).” The other
approved method is the Rock Test: “Apply a horizontal force
to the pole and attempt to rock it back and forth in a direction
perpendicular to the line.” These effective but low-tech methods
are accompanied with automated design tools much like those
used in the ISP environment, such as Building Information
Modeling (BIM) that provides architects, designers, engineers
and construction professionals with the insight and tools
to better plan, design, construct and manage buildings
and infrastructure.
Artificial Intelligence and automated design tools are
changing the way we design. Automation performs many
tedious design tasks, reduces errors and aids in overcoming

a steep learning curve. Coordinating designers and trades
no longer needs to be a manual process either. Cross-checking
of various disciplines through the design, pre-construction,
and construction phases of a project can be automated as well.
Automation tools are just that— tools used by a talented
workforce. Now more than ever, the design, construction,
installation, operation and maintenance of a connected
community, including autonomous vehicles dependent on
low-latency connections for “human-like” reflexes, demand
the expertise of a BICSI credential/certificate holder. BICSI
fills the much-needed gap in technical learning.
According to the IEEE SPECTRUM article, IoT for
Buildings Creates a Hot Job Market, “As buildings and
technology become ever more integrated and the Internet
of Things expands into workplaces, manufacturing plants,
and the hospitality industry, the demand for engineers who
can design the infrastructure to support this integration is
soaring.” “And yet, low-voltage engineering isn’t taught at most
universities, and not many electrical engineers know about
the field.”
“The desire for a more intelligent built environment is driving
a need for consulting engineers with the ability to facilitate
these complex systems, and to work with commercial real estate
developers, multinational companies, and architectural firms to
design buildings ’from the internet up’.” 1
It is no wonder that many companies with these rising labor
needs are in full pursuit of BICSI expert and credentialed
designers, installers, and project managers. In fact, BICSI
plays a key role in all areas of a connected world by advancing
technology to improve society and the way people live.
And, BICSI’s fingerprints are clearly embedded in the growth
of intelligent buildings and cities worldwide now and into the
future. BICSI’ s message is a great one — Changing Lives
and Connecting the World.
Be safe; someone is counting on you.

REFERENCES:
1. https://spectrum.ieee.org/at-work/tech-careers/iot-for-buildings-creates-a-hot-job-market?referrer=IEEE
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Society is in the midst of rapidly advancing
technologies. These technologies are shaping
the world in ways unimagined just a few
years ago. One of the areas of rapid change
is Intelligent Building (IB) design.
Those in the ICT industry hear frequently
about connected, intelligent or smart
buildings. These terms are often used
interchangeably. While many have not had
the opportunity to work on an IB project,
the time to get smart about how to design for
an IB and understand the implications to the
data and voice systems is now. The alternative
is that ICT professionals who do not plan for
building intelligence could be thought of the
way designers of those miniscule phone closets
of the not so distant past are recalled.

In hindsight some muse, “If only they knew
what the future would bring, they could
have made our lives so much easier.”
The information about IBs provided
through the media focuses on different buzz
words depending on the author’s expertise
and target audience. When addressing ICT
professionals, it is important to define what
an IB is, suggest how ICT professionals can
bring value to the design and implementation
processes of a building with integrated
systems, and also provide some thoughts
on positioning ICT to support IBs on day
one and into the future.
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the building conditions, systems,

much greater attention given to

and simple. One of the most
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IB standards as well as developing

monitoring triggers alerts

automation for core building

is that when more advanced

guidelines and specifications

if the system(s)

systems (i.e., HVAC, lighting,

“automation” has been attempted

needed by those involved

perform outside

plumbing), there has still been
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of set parameters.

a large disconnect with how,

lighting, HVAC, occupancy sensors)
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or even if, these systems should be
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to volunteer, even those

as part of an IB,

more engaged with other commonly

with lights that go off unexpectedly
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used technology systems, sensors,

and a temperature that will
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not regulate properly.
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Customized apps can enable

connections between the building

different user needs and whether

occupants to participate in the

systems. It is desirable to

that information or data was

sustainability of their building

accommodate growth of building

represented alongside of other

through their smartphones or

intelligence with supplementation

system information. To this point,

via public information displays.

of, rather than major modifications

ICT designers must carefully

to, the infrastructure.

evaluate how data is captured,

There are additional, powerful
benefits to consider since the

In the early stages of building

BECOME A BICSI RTPM

stored and moved around a

technology in an IB enables the

planning, specific systems selections

building’s networks. Closed

building systems to respond to

are not necessarily critical decisions.

systems that hold data “hostage”

the occupants. Where a business’s

However, it is very important

in proprietary formats should

labor cost outweighs operational

to consider the multitude of user

be avoided, if possible.

costs, reduced turnover as a result

groups along with their perspectives

of improved employee comfort

and expectations of relevant

systems that provided some of the

can occur. For real estate owners/

systems. The value of intelligently

earliest elements of multiple building

developers, when tenants are more

connected systems is the ability

systems integration. Initially

comfortable and systems are more

to gain insights not only to

providing control of lighting

flexible, churn and building

immediate building problems, but

shades and thermostats, today’s

vacancies can be reduced. Therefore,

also to workflows, system patterns,

IP networked AV systems are a

it is important to look beyond

overall space utilization and much

tremendous leap forward and must

solutions that simply enhance

more. Of course, unused data

be considered by ICT designers

energy savings or provide

intelligence has little worth, so the

as a foundational element of

operational efficiencies.

software and systems that aggregate

an advanced IB (Figure 4). These

and report on various data points

systems are not only deployed in

DEFINING SYSTEMS
AND THEIR IMPACT
ON THE INTELLIGENT
BUILDING DESIGN

become critical elements of the

a manner that encourage interaction

system design process. Start

with the users through rich sensory

thinking and asking questions about

experiences, but they also capture

how different types of building

valuable data elements, such as device

Though an ICT professional may not

systems might be capable of serving

and space utilization. They also

Consider audiovisual (AV) control

be responsible for all the integrated
systems in an IB, they often have
insight to advanced features other

NOT ALL PROJECT MANAGERS
ARE CREATED EQUAL

design team members may not have
considered. With traditional ICT

A BICSI Registered Telecommunications Project Manager
(RTPM) has proven their advanced understanding of
ICT project management, increasing their value in the
fast-paced and technical ICT job market.

deployment, the network already
integrates with many of the building
systems, although to a lesser degree
than in an IB. This positions
ICT professionals well to encourage
discussion beyond the limited realm

Tip the scales in your favor. Learn how to become
a BICSI RTPM today.

of operational efficiencies. Even
if little integration is desired in the
building day one, infrastructure,
with its long lifespan, should be
positioned to enable future
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FIGURE 4: An IP networked control system, a foundational element of an advanced
intelligent building.
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FIGURE 4: An IP networked control system, a foundational element of an advanced
intelligent building.
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integrate with commonly used

Ideal locations should be available

software systems for room

to support personnel, while not

scheduling, VoIP calling and

causing disruption to occupants

soft-codec platforms like Zoom and

when access is required. Adjacency

Skype. When data is analyzed over

to pathways throughout the zone

time, statistics on room and

should be considered. Furthermore,

equipment usage can allow for

locations should be secured from

proactive maintenance and be

unauthorized intrusion. Ensure

enabled to provide specific device

the zone enclosures, cabling and

diagnostics to help-desk providers

outlet boxes meet the rating needed

outlive the usefulness of many

more space for a TR supporting

or IT trouble ticketing systems.

for the environment in which they

other building systems. Investing

an IB than for one supporting

will reside. Since the building links

in the technology backbone,

only voice and data. Panels

may be needed in areas previously

pathways and spaces during initial

and equipment for the building

requiring little cabling, zone

construction enables more efficient

management system, HVAC

enclosures may be needed outside

leveraging of future IB technologies.

controls, lighting control, fire

of the core of the building which

If it is not possible today to design

alarm, water and waste

Furthermore, network integrated
AV systems provide a number
of other advantages. They extend
collaboration beyond the office

FIGURE 5: A typical zone enclosure.

or building walls. AV solutions

The value of intelligently connected systems
is the ability to gain insights, not only to
immediate building problems, but to workflows,
system patterns, and overall space utilization.

can integrate with other building

different requirements for

and detectors might be best

is usually the preferred location

the technology infrastructure

management can find their way

systems, such as mass notification,

topology, pathways, telecommu-

provided through a different

for TRs.

for the future, it should at least

into the spaces once reserved for

to provide critical information in

nications room (TR) layout

topology. For example, the zone

be scalable to accommodate

information technology. This allows

the case of an emergency situation.

and device/systems control

cabling approach allows for easier

more critical when supporting

future requirements.

for the aggregation of these

They also allow users to display

locations. Redundancy is more

and more cost-effective

interconnected systems than

presentations residing on the

important in this environment

modifications to the sensor system.

when supporting voice and data

systems results in increased

and UPS demands are increased

network without the use

than when designing traditional

This strategy is encouraged in

alone. Capacity calculations are

physical space needs within the

correspondingly. Early in design,

of a flash drive.

voice and data systems. As a result,

ANSI/BICSI 007-2017 for a variety

more complex because of the

TRs. ANSI/BICSI 007-2017

explore where the building systems

To empower the convergence

the needs of different systems might

of reasons. Put simply, zone cabling

multiple cable types. Decisions

recommends at least 50 percent

equipment will be placed

of AV and IT, ICT designers should

be better met with topologies other

distributes connection points, such

made by multiple trades impact

consider having the IP/AV

than the hierarchical star used

as switches and patch bays, in

the same pathway, so sizing

structured cabling installed by the

in telecommunications applications

locations closer to endpoints,

and routing becomes more of

same contractor as the cabling for

for the last three decades. Certain

outside of the intermediate

a collaborative effort. Horizontal

the other systems. If the ICT design

brands of LED lighting, for example,

distribution frames (IDFs).

connection points (HCPs) may

is not thoughtful at producing

accommodate a serial bus design.

A primary reason is that the cabling

contain active devices, such as

a reliable and available solution,

Power monitoring may require

density for IBs is increased due

switches, that most likely require

many of the advantages of an IB

a ring or bus configuration.

to present and future sensor

a dedicated uninterruptible power

We do not launch rockets into space,
but we convey the cables that support
the operations for those missions!

can suffer. Even in the scheme of

To further complicate matters,

deployment. Thus, the size of zone

supply (UPS) and/or generator power
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an IB, it remains fundamental to

the increasing application of

coverage areas needs to be reduced.

for the switch and for PoE endpoints,

provide high quality voice and data.

Power over Ethernet (PoE) devices

As with all network drops, when

so coordination with electrical

mandates that the designer looks

calculating device density, account

engineers is critical. Furthermore,

HOW DOES THE
INTELLIGENCE OF A
BUILDING IMPACT
ICT DESIGN AND SYSTEMS?

at how devices are powered, in

for future growth. There could

ICT designers should be aware that

addition to how they are networked.

be considerable growth in

some systems will continue to

It is certainly time to reexamine the

an intelligent building.

require dedicated pathways.

An IB connects many previously

ubiquitous in traditional buildings.

siloed yet critical systems. As such,
ICT professionals must be aware of
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design strategies that have become
The additional building links
required for sensors, control panels

Pathway sizing becomes even

Accessibility, security, and the

While the expected lifespans

environment in which they will

of some technology equipment

be installed are considerations when

are limited to about five years,

locating zone enclosures (Figure 5).

low voltage cabling and pathways

Interconnection with other

interoperable systems. Cooling
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throughout the building, commonly

having jurisdiction (AHJ)

situation. Note that all these sensors

within the TRs or centralized in

and applicable codes will dictate

consume either battery or line

a dedicated space. Note in space

the requirements that must be met.

power, so use battery-powered

planning that the relocation of

When considering structured

devices judiciously to mitigate

some of these systems may affect

cabling for an IB, consider a solution

or eliminate other closets that

optimized for PoE. The adoption

traditionally housed them. Note also

of PoE is growing because of its

the compatibility of product

that the corresponding security

flexibility and simplification

protocols. Proprietary systems

protocols for TRs will need to be

of installation. PoE also has power

are becoming less common, but

adjusted to allow access

efficiency and management

there are many legacy systems still

for facilities and other personnel.

advantages. IBs deploy many sensors

embraced by building owners. To

and devices that are PoE capable

overcome the protocol differences,

nications spaces, keep in mind that

which capitalizes on such advantages.

integration of specialized devices,

to get to the periphery of the

As a developing subject, PoE is

such as gateways, may be required

building (or in the case of utility

advancing quickly, and ICT

to allow for interconnection

metering, possibly even outside

professionals should keep up with

of the systems.

of the building footprint) where

the latest optimal solutions.

When locating telecommu-

maintenance.
The ICT designer should verify

Integration of the systems requires
a change in the approach of system
support personnel. Systems

Looking at each integrated system as part
of the overall solution is necessary when
developing owner system training.

voice and data outlets were not

Wireless design becomes even

integration must bring together IT

and lighting, are often testing

BEYOND DESIGN

Standard for Sustainable Information

and facilities management teams

and commissioning early in the

An integrated building benefits

Communications Technology to the

that may have different priorities,

construction period. Earlier

from a well-planned commissioning

project to empower the role of the

cultures, and reporting chains.

placement of switches initiates

effort. Commissioning in the

Intelligent Building Technology

These differences can make incident

security and environmental

basic sense is primarily an effort

Project Manager (IBTPM) to

or fault resolution more difficult.

concerns that otherwise would

of verifying system inventory,

manage these efforts. This standard

Processes and dependencies must

not need to be addressed, so it is

functionality and performance

complements ANSI/BICSI 007-2017

be evaluated and documented.

crucial to coordinate work in all

to the design criteria. The

in a variety of ways, primarily from

Many of these decisions impact

ICT hardware locations early

commissioning of an IB entails

a coordination and project

design. Critical questions must

on in the process.

device and system programming.

phase perspective.

This is where the interoperability

NFPA 3, the Standard for

often needed in the past, it might

more valuable in an IB. Many of the

be addressed: How will the IT

be cost effective to use a telecom-

interconnections can be made via

department support the facilities

security is paramount. Systems

that allows the critical

Commissioning of Fire Protection

munications enclosure.

wireless technologies. However, keep

staff? Will they grant them physical

as basic as HVAC can be at risk

communication between

and Life Safety Systems, and NFPA 4,

Bandwidth needs increase

in mind that these systems often

or virtual access to the network

for cyber-attacks with life safety

devices occurs.

the Standard for Integrated Fire

and fault tolerance decreases

use wireless standards other than

electronics? How will security

implications. Consider the need

with system integration. Where

the Wi-Fi commonly provided for

be maintained for the telecom-

for VLans, QOS and fixed IP

commissioning can result in

Testing, provide valuable

life safety systems are being

users, such as ZigBee and Bluetooth.

munications connections when

addresses. Designing with security

unreliable systems. Testing

information when fire protection

integrated, redundancy of backbone

Among other functionalities,

non-telecommunications personnel

in mind results in lower cost and

guidelines should be documented

and life safety systems are among

and horizontal cabling, electronics,

wireless sensors can be used for

must service the other equipment?

better performing systems than

early in the project. Plan forms

those integrated within an IB.

power, and HVAC need to be

lighting control, occupancy, beacons

implementing security to remediate

and checklists should be included

NFPA 3, a recommended standard

balanced against the risks of

and temperature reporting. These

electronics might be required to

vulnerabilities uncovered later.

in the construction documents.

on commissioning, speaks

an outage. This equation looks

wireless sensors enable more

be on-line sooner when a building

Review the level of security defined

Commissioning responsibilities

to the qualifications of roles

different than if the system is only

intelligence with less disruption due

is converged than for only voice

for the system, not just at the

and dependencies should be well

and responsibilities of personnel

providing building network

to pathway and cabling installation,

and data application needs. The

network level, but down to the

documented, as well. Consider

involved through each phase of the

and data services. The authority

which is very attractive in a remodel

installers for systems, like BMS

device level.

applying the ANSI-TIA 4994

commissioning process. It also
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or a “getting started” guide. This is

THE FUTURE

ground up.”1 Designing for

often referred to as “occupant

Building intelligence is a dynamic

intelligence, ICT professionals can

commissioning,” or OCx. First line

process. The evolution extends

position a building at any level of

problem-solving can be achieved

beyond the understanding of what

intelligence to more easily enable

through user documentation

an IB is capable of on day one. It

connectedness. Mindful of how

providing a higher level of detail.

continues as the occupants interact

topology, pathway and telecom-

Identify who will develop such

with the connected building

munications space decisions impact

documentation. Recommend that

systems and as the systems adjust

the building, ICT designers can

the owner develops and identifies

to occupants. Intelligence is

leave a flexible platform for future

technology champions who are

furthered through use of the

building owners, operators,

comfortable with using the added

analyzed data only available

and occupants to enjoy.

building features and who are open

through the interconnected systems

to mentoring others on system use

and continues during future

to avoid help desk overload. If users

systems integration.

must put in a support ticket with

FIGURE 6: An occupant interacting with an IB. In the not too distant future,
smart buildings will create the scalable foundation for smart cities.

the help desk to get questions

senior vice president of technology

answered, they may avoid using the

programs at TIA, “Smart buildings

system. They must also be prepared

will create a scalable foundation

for building functions that may be

for creating the elusive smart city,
building by building from the

provides guidance on documents

facilities management team should

unexpected. Periodically confirm

to be used during that

be appropriate for the complexity

that user documentation remains

commissioning process. NFPA 4

of the systems integrated, given

relevant to system usage and that

similarly speaks to the qualifications

the impact that system failure

it addresses most of the common

of roles and responsibilities of

would have on building occupants.

user questions.

personnel involved through each

There should be cross-training

phase of the testing process. It

of IT and facilities staff to enable

users are acclimated to the building

recommends testing methods

teamwork during incidents

technology, feedback needs to be

and frequency, as well as provides

and fault diagnosis.

collected to evaluate whether the

Give thought to requiring close

technology is being used and is

The development of other standards

out documentation recommending

perceived as beneficial. This step

and best practices related to trades

future maintenance and testing.

is important to prevent users from

with systems being integrated

This helps the owner to have

overriding controls not to their

will impact requirements of the

continued satisfaction with the

satisfaction or that they are not

ICT professionals for the life

connected building systems, early

comfortable using as designed.

of the building.

warning of potential problems

Communicate to occupants that

and ongoing systems reliability. The

they are in an intelligent building

as part of the overall solution

impact of what would otherwise be

and that it is only as intelligent

is necessary when developing

a tolerable fault can intensify when

as they will allow it to be. They

owner system training. This training

occurring in an integrated system.

should avoid “gaming” the systems.

should target the varying user roles,

End user training on the

but it should not be limited only

operation of integrated systems may

to the portion of the system for

need to be planned and executed by

which each user is responsible. The

the building ICT staff. Such training

training and knowledge of the

could take the form of a short video
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DESIGNING & INSTALLING
INFRASTRUCTURE
FOR IIOT By Luke Young, RCDD

Many in the ICT industry
are considering how the
fourth industrial revolution
(Industry 4.0) will reshape
businesses, careers,
and the world. This shift
is driving significant change
in every sector of industry,
worldwide. The truly
“Intelligent Building”
will use not only IP devices
and their data for enhancing
efficiencies, safety, and
user experience for building
services (i.e., lighting,
HVAC, security, access
control), but it is also
standardizing on IP as the
preferred platform for
production operations.

DESIGNER
CONSIDERATIONS

designs can require the use of ring

It is imperative that a designer

or linear physical topologies, which

acquires detailed information

many in the ICT industry have

about the environment in which

considered obsolete in recent years.

the infrastructure is proposed.

This offers up a challenge when

Reviewing the ANSI/TIA 1005-A

establishing a standards compliant

standard is a good start, as it

and easy to follow labeling scheme

provides tools to aid the designer

for these infrastructure segments.

in selecting product that will

Some devices on these physical

withstand the environment

segments may reside in the same

in which it is placed. This standard

control panel and can be connected

suggests the use of a 4 category

by simply using factory patch

system that includes rating

cables, while others require

the effects of Mechanical,

horizontal permanent links.

Ingress, Chemical/Climatic,

It is important to involve the client

and Electromagnetics (M.I.C.E.)

in these discussions, since they

on the infrastructure components,

will need the labeling scheme

utilizing a 3 tier rating in each

to be readily understood by their

category. The designer must then

support team. A suggested solution

marry these environmental

is to utilize existing control panel

conditions with material types

and equipment device identifiers,

and designs that will function

incorporating both into the cable

within them reliably for the

identifier. For example, a horizontal

intended lifespan of the system.

cable joining two control panels

Logical industrial IP control

Harsh environment copper cable

(CP1A and CP2A) could simply

Similar to the commercial

terminations come in various

be labeled CP1A-CP2A and a patch

business and consumer worlds,

formats, with one of the most

cable within a control panel

the interoperability and proven

common being the M12. A designer

connecting two AC drives

performance of the IP

should be aware of the different

(VSD11 and VSD12) could be

communication protocol is opening

styles, ratings, supporting hardware,

labeled VSD11-VSD12. Ultimately,

the door to significantly improved

termination components,

it is necessary that the selected

vision and efficiency for industries

and testing requirements

identifiers are unique, clear,

of all shapes and sizes. So what does

for this type of solution.

and meaningful.

this mean for ICT infrastructure
designers and installers? It means
understanding the unique
characteristics of these challenging
environments well enough
to design and install robust
and reliable IP infrastructure
systems to support the coming

Operations flow and safety dictate
unique design considerations.

explosion of the Industrial Internet
of Things (IIoT).
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FCC compliant

Flash gold plating,
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700 plug-jack mating cycles

FIGURE 1: This depiction of an industrial IP network shows how the star, ring, and linear topologies can be utilized.
Source: Rockwell Automation, ON, Canada.
Something initially not considered

consider the potential implications

Operations flow and safety also

is that the environment within an

of a designer selecting an indoor

dictate unique design considerations.

industrial building can incorporate

distribution type optical fiber cable

Many industrial establishments

portions of design principles that are

to make this transition in a cold

operate around the clock, so when

normally thought of as outside plant

weather climate. At the transition

selecting infrastructure pathways

(OSP). Many industrial spaces,

point, the cable may accumulate

and data enclosure locations, the

though they may technically be

condensate internally during warm

installer needs to understand how

inside, are not environmentally

humid weather, and when

to work safely and efficiently while

controlled and are subject to

temperature falls below freezing

the facility is in operation.

temperature and humidity extremes,

in winter months and this moisture

Considerations may include

which can potentially be more

becomes ice, the glass could be

overhead cranes, fork lift

severe than outdoor installations.

severely compromised. These

and automatic guided vehicle

Some of the systems’ data enclosures

transitions occur between office

(AGV) traffic, pedestrian traffic,

will reside within environmentally

space and factory space, but

and operator work areas. The

controlled spaces, and others without,

remember also that industrial

established pathways and spaces

so any interconnect medium

control panels can be

must be planned to minimize any

will need to be capable of

environmentally controlled,

negative impact on production and

withstanding the transition from

and there could be freezers

occupant safety, while maximizing

indoor to outdoor. For example,

and coolers within factory spaces.

installer efficiency and safety.
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Wrong!

I am sure you have heard horror stories about cheap patch panels causing intermittent system failure and
hours of troubleshooting and re-terminating, only to find out the problem is one loose PC board connection, a cheap
IDC pin, or a camelback 110 IDC. Stories like these prove that cheaper is not better, but bitter. You may think you are
saving money, but you’ll lose thousands of dollars in the long run and risk your business’ reputation!
At ICC, we do not believe in minimum standard, cheap patch panels; we only manufacture full compliance panels with
PoE++ 100W rating, UL® safety rating, solderless PCB, ETL® verified performance to TIA® component spec, 50μ" goldplated contacts to FCC spec, and more. Even with all these features, ICC patch panels are still priced 40%-60% less than
big brands, helping ICC Elite Installers win projects left and right.
If you want quality, risk-free patch panels with a manufacturer-supported warranty, you need ICC patch panels. Stop
buying cheap patch panels from your distributor and ask for ICC today!
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so any interconnect medium

control panels can be
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withstanding the transition from

and there could be freezers

occupant safety, while maximizing

indoor to outdoor. For example,

and coolers within factory spaces.

installer efficiency and safety.
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Wrong!

I am sure you have heard horror stories about cheap patch panels causing intermittent system failure and
hours of troubleshooting and re-terminating, only to find out the problem is one loose PC board connection, a cheap
IDC pin, or a camelback 110 IDC. Stories like these prove that cheaper is not better, but bitter. You may think you are
saving money, but you’ll lose thousands of dollars in the long run and risk your business’ reputation!
At ICC, we do not believe in minimum standard, cheap patch panels; we only manufacture full compliance panels with
PoE++ 100W rating, UL® safety rating, solderless PCB, ETL® verified performance to TIA® component spec, 50μ" goldplated contacts to FCC spec, and more. Even with all these features, ICC patch panels are still priced 40%-60% less than
big brands, helping ICC Elite Installers win projects left and right.
If you want quality, risk-free patch panels with a manufacturer-supported warranty, you need ICC patch panels. Stop
buying cheap patch panels from your distributor and ask for ICC today!

888.792.7463
Maryland

800.422.6191
Ohio

800.309.2322
California

800.847.5629
Texas

801.484.5238
Utah

800.238.0787
Nebraska

Premise Cables . Workstation Outlets . Patch Panels . RCM . Fiber Optics . Residential Enclosures . icc.com/distributor
© 2019, ICC.

888.ASK.4ICC . cs@icc.com
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FIGURE 2: Example of a 600V cable, typically marketed as an industrial cable.
This requires communication with

The telecommunications

a significant level of noise to the

Although this is the best solution,

media. This issue is highlighted in

it is not always practical or feasible.

industrial environments, since there

It can be a daunting task to

are multiple voltage sources

determine all these potential

stemming from various transformers

difference values, and industrial

and transformer types, both on

environments can also be very

and off machine, combined with

dynamic with electrical system

the basic power distribution system

changes. As machines and equipment

transformers that power the

are moved, added, replaced,

building’s infrastructure systems

and upgraded, just one of these

(e.g., lighting, receptacles, HVAC).

changes can immediately change

and shielded patch cable to connect

It becomes nearly impossible

potential differences previously

the end device to the jack outlet,

non-ventilated (solid),
aluminum, with cover

Many industrial spaces, though
technically inside, are not environmentally
controlled and are subject to temperature
and humidity extremes that can be more
severe than outdoor installations.
	Cable tray example:
		

plant operations and health and

grounding and bonding

to ensure a consistently equal

identified and have a detrimental

depending on whether it needs

safety personnel.

infrastructure can also offer

grounding/bonding plane across

effect on the integrity of the

to run in close proximity to or share

a unique challenge in the industrial

all of these electrical systems.

communications infrastructure.

a wire way with power wiring within

situated in electrical control panels,

environment. Voltage potential

Therefore, at the data enclosure

it is inevitable that the

difference of the grounding/bonding

where the infrastructure converges,

are more susceptible to detrimental

then attain a single ended bond

communications infrastructure will

planes between data enclosures and

there are possible voltage potential

effects from this scenario, industry

through the shielded jack in the

need to share this space. Electrical

that of every connected end device

differences between the ground/

installers use a single ended bonding

equipment, but it will remain

Gas and Oil, Grain Handling,
Chemical Processing, Painting,
and Waste Water

safety codes stipulate that wiring

must be considered. These

bond at the enclosure, its power

technique that has proven successful

isolated where it connects to the

All of these facilities include

sharing a raceway (e.g., wiring duct

differences in potential can result

source, and that of all equipment

for mitigation. The cable shields are

unshielded jack, thus protecting

hazardous areas as defined by

within control panels) must have

in the introduction of harmful noise

to which the cabling connects.

bonded at their source and isolated

the integrity of the single ended

NEC/CEC, which are classified

an insulation voltage rating

into the system. When a shielded

ANSI/TIA1005 addresses this

at their destination. Although this is

bonding solution while every

using a Class & Division or

matching that of the highest voltage

copper media is chosen, this can

situation by detailing maximum

not technically standards compliant,

section of noise susceptible cable

a Zone rating system.

present within that raceway. Most

create yet another significant design

voltage potential difference

it offers a viable and proven solution

remains effectively shielded.

Ethernet communication cables

challenge. The phenomenon, most

thresholds and the use of a #8AWG

to this issue. If this method is chosen,

do not include an insulation voltage

often referred to as a ground loop

minimum bonding conductor run

there are further considerations when

Following are some examples of

rating printed on the jacket or on

(Figure 3), is evident when current

in parallel with the communications

selecting infrastructure system

critical design information needed

the cable specification sheet. There

flows through the cable shield as it

cable to create a low impedance

components. Specify a patch panel

for specific environment types:

are cables available, typically

tries to equalize the voltage potential

pathway for equalizing the

that is designed for shielded cabling

marketed as industrial cables

difference; it can introduce

difference in voltage potential.

and stipulate that each patch panel

Since end devices are often

(Figure 2), which clearly indicate
voltage insulation rating both on
the jacket and in the specification.

A ground loop: something to definitely avoid!
Shielded cable

Since shielded cabling solutions

must be individually bonded to the
rack bonding busbar with a #12AWG
copper conductor. If using a modular

	Enclosure example: NEMA 4X,
		

non-metallic, with sloped top.

the enclosure. This patch cord will

•	W hich areas hold a hazardous
designation as specified in the
NEC/CEC?
•	W hat are the physical
boundaries of the
classified area(s)?

Food & Beverage
•	A re areas washed down
regularly?
•	A re there food safety

•	A re any telecommunications
outlets required in these areas?
•	Is air purging for enclosures
an option? If so, it is typically

solution, specify shielded modular

regulations that prohibit the

acceptable only if the purge is

is left with two options: keep the

jacks for all shielded cables

use of typical infrastructure

monitored and includes a safety

communications cable separated

terminating at these patch panels.

support components?

shutdown feature in the event

from the power wiring with an

Specify unshielded jacks for the

approved physical barrier, while also

device/field ends and that heat

corporate standards that dictate

considering the physical separation

shrink tubing be installed to

the type and material for

enclosures, outlet/terminations,

maintain shield isolation. Most

pathways and enclosures used

and devices must be part

within the facility?

of the infrastructure when

In light of these factors, a designer

stated in the TIA standards for noise
mitigation or use a cable that carries
an appropriate voltage rating
and a shield for noise mitigation.
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Potential between different
earth-ground locations
FIGURE 3: Always avoid a ground loop. It can lead to current flow between devices
through a cable shield and potentially corrupt data transmission and damage hardware.

IP- enabled end devices have
shielded ports, so it may be
necessary to specify a voltage rated

•	A re there food safety or

	Conduit example: schedule
		

40 stainless steel

that purge pressure is lost.
•	N EC/CEC compliant pathways,

terminating in or passing
through any hazardous area.
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that of every connected end device
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must be considered. These

bond at the enclosure, its power
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source, and that of all equipment

for mitigation. The cable shields are

unshielded jack, thus protecting
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present within that raceway. Most

create yet another significant design

voltage potential difference

it offers a viable and proven solution

remains effectively shielded.

Ethernet communication cables

challenge. The phenomenon, most

thresholds and the use of a #8AWG

to this issue. If this method is chosen,

do not include an insulation voltage

often referred to as a ground loop

minimum bonding conductor run

there are further considerations when

Following are some examples of

rating printed on the jacket or on

(Figure 3), is evident when current

in parallel with the communications

selecting infrastructure system

critical design information needed

the cable specification sheet. There

flows through the cable shield as it

cable to create a low impedance

components. Specify a patch panel

for specific environment types:

are cables available, typically

tries to equalize the voltage potential

pathway for equalizing the

that is designed for shielded cabling

marketed as industrial cables

difference; it can introduce

difference in voltage potential.

and stipulate that each patch panel

Since end devices are often

(Figure 2), which clearly indicate
voltage insulation rating both on
the jacket and in the specification.

A ground loop: something to definitely avoid!
Shielded cable

Since shielded cabling solutions

must be individually bonded to the
rack bonding busbar with a #12AWG
copper conductor. If using a modular

	Enclosure example: NEMA 4X,
		

non-metallic, with sloped top.

the enclosure. This patch cord will

•	W hich areas hold a hazardous
designation as specified in the
NEC/CEC?
•	W hat are the physical
boundaries of the
classified area(s)?

Food & Beverage
•	A re areas washed down
regularly?
•	A re there food safety

•	A re any telecommunications
outlets required in these areas?
•	Is air purging for enclosures
an option? If so, it is typically

solution, specify shielded modular

regulations that prohibit the

acceptable only if the purge is

is left with two options: keep the

jacks for all shielded cables

use of typical infrastructure

monitored and includes a safety

communications cable separated

terminating at these patch panels.

support components?

shutdown feature in the event

from the power wiring with an

Specify unshielded jacks for the

approved physical barrier, while also

device/field ends and that heat

corporate standards that dictate

considering the physical separation

shrink tubing be installed to

the type and material for

enclosures, outlet/terminations,

maintain shield isolation. Most

pathways and enclosures used

and devices must be part

within the facility?

of the infrastructure when

In light of these factors, a designer

stated in the TIA standards for noise
mitigation or use a cable that carries
an appropriate voltage rating
and a shield for noise mitigation.
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Potential between different
earth-ground locations
FIGURE 3: Always avoid a ground loop. It can lead to current flow between devices
through a cable shield and potentially corrupt data transmission and damage hardware.

IP- enabled end devices have
shielded ports, so it may be
necessary to specify a voltage rated

•	A re there food safety or

	Conduit example: schedule
		

40 stainless steel

that purge pressure is lost.
•	N EC/CEC compliant pathways,

terminating in or passing
through any hazardous area.
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Steel Processing, Forging,
Quarrying/Aggregates, Mining
Operations (Heavy Industry)

required to maintain a positive

extensive and stringent. It is

pressure within a sealed

becoming more common that

enclosure. However, be sure the

companies require third party safety

air is dry, and as a precaution,

compliance before a contractor

is often a consideration in

install a hose inside the cabinet

is approved to perform work. With

these environments, not just

such that if moisture does

or without the requirement for third

in process areas, but also

become evident, it is directed

party compliance, additional

in adjacent buildings

to an area where it would not

training may very well be needed

and structures.

cause damage.

to ensure installers understand how

•	Extreme or continuous vibration

•	Industrial heating equipment,

to recognize, assess, and mitigate
the safety risks in these varied

can create temperature extremes

INSTALLER
CONSIDERATIONS

that will quickly destroy cabling

Most ICT communications

safety, one primary difference for

and compromise equipment

installation professionals are well

installers is the physical location

in data enclosures if the

equipped with the skills, techniques,

of the device outlet. Most outlets

appropriate heat zones

and efficiencies that are required

are required within enclosures that

and maximum temperatures

to perform installations in the

also contain open electrical

are not identified.

commercial business and

apparatus typically only accessible

institutional spaces, but for many,

to qualified electrical personnel.

such as furnaces and dryers,

•	Processes that result in the

SAFER WORK, BETTER LIVES.

environments. When considering

continuous production of dust

the factory floor is foreign territory.

make enclosure selection and

Differences include:

qualified to work within these

cooling options key. Enclosures

•	Workplace safety, food safety

enclosures, this can pose

If an installer is not deemed

FIGURE 4: Industrial installations have a unique set of safety guidelines.

should be at least NEMA 12

(and other industry specific

a significant challenge. One option

installer skills needed to support

very common in industrial settings,

grinding and the use of any

rated, and cooling fans

work protocols)

is to power down and lock out

the installation team. Next, it is

and they can be overlooked when

non-food grade lubricants is

power to these enclosures, but many

almost inevitable that an industrial

installers are identifying safety

generally prohibited within certain

facilities do not have this luxury

installation will require working

hazards. Make sure the travel

areas of the plant. The commonly

due to the significant impact this

at heights. Personnel must be

extent of these cranes is understood,

used framing channel, Unistrut, is

would have on production. How

formally trained and provided with

and if work is needed within that

generally prohibited since it cannot

then can the infrastructure be

the necessary personal protective

area, make arrangements to work

be easily cleaned because of its shape.

(although they may be initially
functional) are usually a poor
long-term choice. Unless fans
are inspected and filters replaced
regularly, they actually become

•	Physical topologies that deviate
from the standard hierarchical star
•	Different connector types
to terminate and test
•	Different materials used for

a liability instead of an asset,

pathways, hazardous areas,

installed and terminated into

equipment (PPE). The training

when the crane can be locked out.

Conduits are normally spaced off the

ultimately allowing more dust

and unique grounding

these spaces without affecting

components will often include,

Especially when working at heights,

surfaces along which they run

into an enclosure due to poor

and bonding challenges

production? The only option is

but are not limited to the following:

look for and ask operations

to facilitate cleaning. Stainless steel

to hire qualified electricians

•	Fall protection (how to properly

personnel if there are any pieces

pathways and support systems may

of moving equipment in the

be required. Consult with the client’s

planned work areas.

project manager, operations,

maintenance. Air purge can be
a good choice if plant air is

Workplace safety in production

and train them with the

available, since very little air is

and manufacturing facilities is

communications infrastructure

select and use the PPE)
•	How to create an appropriate
fall rescue plan

The challenges encountered when installing a grounding/bonding system
within an industrial environment are prevalent due to the dynamic
nature of the electrical distribution and control systems.
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Food, beverage, and

or maintenance staff to ensure

•	Aerial lift training for each type

pharmaceutical operations have

the installation plan meets

of lift a worker is required to use

strict guidelines for any type of

their standards.

•	Ladder safety protocols

construction or maintenance work,

Within the industrial space, there

due to food and drug safety

is a need to utilize plug/connector

regulations. Installers need

terminations and physical topologies

industrial settings, there are

to become familiar with these

that are unique to this particular

common things to consider.

regulations and adapt work methods

environment. For example,

Overhead gantry style cranes are

accordingly. Drilling, cutting,

a technician will need to know how

When working at heights in
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Steel Processing, Forging,
Quarrying/Aggregates, Mining
Operations (Heavy Industry)
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or without the requirement for third
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•	Industrial heating equipment,

to recognize, assess, and mitigate
the safety risks in these varied

can create temperature extremes

INSTALLER
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that will quickly destroy cabling
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safety, one primary difference for

and compromise equipment

installation professionals are well
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in data enclosures if the
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of the device outlet. Most outlets

appropriate heat zones

and efficiencies that are required
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to perform installations in the
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to qualified electrical personnel.
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•	Processes that result in the

SAFER WORK, BETTER LIVES.

environments. When considering

continuous production of dust

the factory floor is foreign territory.

make enclosure selection and

Differences include:

qualified to work within these

cooling options key. Enclosures

•	Workplace safety, food safety

enclosures, this can pose

If an installer is not deemed

FIGURE 4: Industrial installations have a unique set of safety guidelines.
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(and other industry specific

a significant challenge. One option

installer skills needed to support

very common in industrial settings,

grinding and the use of any

rated, and cooling fans

work protocols)

is to power down and lock out

the installation team. Next, it is

and they can be overlooked when

non-food grade lubricants is

power to these enclosures, but many

almost inevitable that an industrial

installers are identifying safety

generally prohibited within certain

facilities do not have this luxury

installation will require working

hazards. Make sure the travel

areas of the plant. The commonly

due to the significant impact this

at heights. Personnel must be

extent of these cranes is understood,

used framing channel, Unistrut, is

would have on production. How

formally trained and provided with

and if work is needed within that

generally prohibited since it cannot

then can the infrastructure be

the necessary personal protective

area, make arrangements to work

be easily cleaned because of its shape.

(although they may be initially
functional) are usually a poor
long-term choice. Unless fans
are inspected and filters replaced
regularly, they actually become

•	Physical topologies that deviate
from the standard hierarchical star
•	Different connector types
to terminate and test
•	Different materials used for

a liability instead of an asset,

pathways, hazardous areas,

installed and terminated into

equipment (PPE). The training

when the crane can be locked out.

Conduits are normally spaced off the

ultimately allowing more dust

and unique grounding

these spaces without affecting

components will often include,

Especially when working at heights,

surfaces along which they run

into an enclosure due to poor

and bonding challenges

production? The only option is

but are not limited to the following:

look for and ask operations

to facilitate cleaning. Stainless steel

to hire qualified electricians

•	Fall protection (how to properly

personnel if there are any pieces

pathways and support systems may

of moving equipment in the

be required. Consult with the client’s

planned work areas.

project manager, operations,

maintenance. Air purge can be
a good choice if plant air is

Workplace safety in production

and train them with the

available, since very little air is

and manufacturing facilities is

communications infrastructure

select and use the PPE)
•	How to create an appropriate
fall rescue plan

The challenges encountered when installing a grounding/bonding system
within an industrial environment are prevalent due to the dynamic
nature of the electrical distribution and control systems.
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Food, beverage, and

or maintenance staff to ensure

•	Aerial lift training for each type

pharmaceutical operations have

the installation plan meets

of lift a worker is required to use

strict guidelines for any type of

their standards.

•	Ladder safety protocols

construction or maintenance work,

Within the industrial space, there

due to food and drug safety

is a need to utilize plug/connector

regulations. Installers need

terminations and physical topologies

industrial settings, there are

to become familiar with these

that are unique to this particular

common things to consider.

regulations and adapt work methods

environment. For example,

Overhead gantry style cranes are

accordingly. Drilling, cutting,

a technician will need to know how

When working at heights in
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equipment is installed once

a person’s life may be at risk, high

and remains in that place.

value product may be deemed scrap,

However, in the industrial space,
large power users, such as machines

thousands of dollars an hour until

and supporting systems, can be

the issue is identified and resolved.

moved, replaced, or added regularly.

This has a much greater impact

Machines and equipment may have

than a user not receiving an email

their own transformer(s) for voltage

in a timely manner or not being

adjustment and/or isolation

able to connect to the internet for

protection. As these power

a brief time.

components migrate around the

FIGURE 5: Example of a typical
M12 connector body.

to install, terminate and test an M12

FIGURE 6: Example of M12-X Code (8 pin) and
M12-D Code (4 pin) connectors.

or a production unit may lose

The key to rolling out a successful

facility, it is common that there will

industrial IP infrastructure project

be differences in ground potential

is to ensure that both the design

between these pieces of equipment

and installation teams have

and possibly the base building’s

sufficient knowledge and experience

power distribution system. These

to both identify and mitigate the

differences in potential move and

incumbent risks to the infrastructure

components are assembled properly

change along with the equipment,

within these varied and evolving

style connector (see Figure 5). These

industrial clients to have their own

so the desired safety intent is met.

and they can quickly introduce

intelligent environments, as well

connectors are often used when

unique specifications for various

Hazardous and classified areas are

harmful levels of electrical noise

as adhering to applicable codes,

connecting end devices in harsh

pathway types throughout their

grouped into categories and can use

into the communications

standards, and best practices. Choose

environments. The M12 D code style

plant. Installers need to know how

either a Class and Division or a Zone

infrastructure. In a perfect scenario,

to learn and grow together!

as shown in Figure 6 uses only two

to properly install several types

type rating. For further information

all grounding and bonding would

wire pairs. Therefore, a typical

of conduit, including schedule

on the definitions and approved

be sufficient and remain intact such

permanent link or channel test

40 galvanized steel, aluminum,

installation methods in these areas,

that this situation would not be

cannot be used, since it will be

stainless, and non-metallic (PVC)

please review the appropriate

a concern, but history denotes

looking for all 4 pair. Special test

conduits; thin wall (EMT) conduit;

sections of the electrical code

otherwise. In light of this, installers

adapters or cables are also required

and several types of tray (e.g., basket,

pertinent to the geography of

must also be keenly aware of this

to facilitate testing of the

ladder, channel). Besides client

the project.

scenario when installing the

M12 connectors.

standards or preferences, there

Devices may also be connected

It is also quite common for

The challenges encountered when

infrastructure and may need

are applications where electrical

installing a grounding/bonding

to consult with the designer

in a ring or linear topology

codes will denote material type

system within an industrial

throughout a project to ensure

depending on equipment layout

and methodology. Hazardous or

environment are prevalent due

the communication system's

and the criticality of the connected

classified areas, as defined by

to the dynamic nature of the

ultimate reliability.

devices to the machine or process.

NEC/CEC, exist throughout various

electrical distribution and control

When considering that the

Since each installed cable is not

industries. It is important for an

systems. In other than industrial

infrastructure on a factory floor

home run to a common rack or

installer to be aware of these areas

buildings, the electrical distribution

actually controls the product

switch enclosure, as in the

and understand the code

system is generally designed to be

equipment and its inherent safety

traditional star topology which

requirements for installing pathways

relatively static. The infrastructure,

components, ICT infrastructure

most installers are accustomed to,

through these spaces, as well as

right down to powering the

designers and installers should

it is imperative that a standards

installing work area outlets. The

equipment and user devices,

recognize the vital importance

compliant and easy to follow

designer will likely specify

is built to support the needs of the

of their work. If the installed

labelling scheme is established

components, but the installer is

occupants for the duration of the

infrastructure is substandard and

to properly support these topologies.

responsible to ensure the

building life, and large power use

a machine or process malfunctions,
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equipment is installed once

a person’s life may be at risk, high

and remains in that place.

value product may be deemed scrap,

However, in the industrial space,
large power users, such as machines

thousands of dollars an hour until

and supporting systems, can be

the issue is identified and resolved.

moved, replaced, or added regularly.

This has a much greater impact

Machines and equipment may have

than a user not receiving an email

their own transformer(s) for voltage

in a timely manner or not being

adjustment and/or isolation

able to connect to the internet for

protection. As these power

a brief time.

components migrate around the

FIGURE 5: Example of a typical
M12 connector body.
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M12-D Code (4 pin) connectors.
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and installation teams have

and possibly the base building’s
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power distribution system. These
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differences in potential move and

incumbent risks to the infrastructure
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style connector (see Figure 5). These
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so the desired safety intent is met.

and they can quickly introduce

intelligent environments, as well

connectors are often used when

unique specifications for various
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harmful levels of electrical noise

as adhering to applicable codes,
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pathway types throughout their
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Smart grids, smart cities, smart homes, smart factories,
smart buildings. The list goes on and on. Smart technology
advancements, driven by the internet of things (IoT)
and machine learning, are being introduced at a furious pace.
What is largely ignored, however, is how dumb security is
when it comes to making these so-called smart things work.
By understanding the current IoT, machine learning,
and emerging technology landscape, as well as popular
applications, ICT designers and installers can better evaluate
whether the unikernel security infrastructure is a viable
solution for their enterprise customers.
This discussion presumes that physical security per
ANSI/BICSI 005-2016, Electronic Safety and Security
(ESS) System Design and Implementation Best Practices
is followed, with the underlying knowledge that the rise
in intelligent buildings and digital smart applications makes
even the most stringent physical security measures still
an easy target for hackers and system attackers.
DATA, DATA, DATA
The proliferation of IoT devices throughout the physical world has
grown and amassed over the past decade. This, coupled with the
ever-increasing amount of data that these IoT devices generate
and the adoption of big data systems morphing into full machine
learning based software packages, has started an interesting
path — the path to the edge. Building automation systems (BAS),
as they incorporate ever more digital networks, have begun walking
down this path as well.
The modern intelligent building produces an astounding amount of
data and the impact of what can be done with it is immense. Currently,
a lot of that data is wasted. Even though some of it gets collected, rolled
up and sent to some server in the cloud to produce reports, the value

DO NOT BUILD INTELLIGENT BUILDINGS
WITH DUMB SECURITY
How Edge Computing, Serverless Architectures and Unikernels
are Transforming Smart Device Security. By Ian Eyberg
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of this data decreases proportionally with time. There is a lot of value
if an IT manager or analyst were able to tap into this data in real time
and utilize it, but how does one connect the dots? It is easy to point
at things, like showing real time parking spot capacity, but what
about optimizing HVAC systems? What about optimizing boilers
and fan speeds? All of these work together in one massive system — the
intelligent building. From acting on real time air quality measurements
to lighting, BAS are inching closer and closer to the edge.
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Edge compute is the practice of running servers

use sensors ensuring that if a pump is about to have

closer to where they are needed and closer to where

enough of a problem that it shuts down the system,

the gushers of data are produced. These sources of

and it warns someone first (Figure 1). Pumps that are

data are not in the public cloud or some centralized

not running cost oil companies on average $40 million

data center. They are attached to light fixtures

per year with some estimates pegged at $80 million.

throughout a corporate office. They are attached to
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Then there is the question of the data. It used

the pumps on massive oil rigs off the coast of Africa.

to be common to install these little sensors, which

They are sitting next to a jet engine on a 747. They

are basically faucets that spew out terabytes of data

are even in a local supermarket ensuring applications

every single day, but a lot of important information

as mundane as a refrigerator not breaking down, but

just gets thrown away. Now organizations are beginning

if it does someone is notified before the produce goes

to realize the tremendous unlocked value of this data

bad and must be thrown out. Grocery stores lose

through machine learning. Machine learning, once

millions of dollars a year on spoilage; some chains

rooted in science fiction and thought to always be

estimate it to be 20-30 percent of sales! Companies

just out of grasp, has started doing things that people

are not just installing sensors on these devices because

once thought were impossible for computers to do.

it is technically interesting. There is real business

The intelligent building is turning into an artificial

value that is being created and captured. Oil companies

intelligence building.
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FIGURE 1: Oil and gas companies are using edge computing to predict and alert on malfunctions and failures
before they happen, saving millions in lost production yearly.
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feeding them, the result will be

of data that is continuously streamed across

SECURITY

an avalanche of computing

all the different sensors that measure these loads.

Data security is one of those industries that seems

happening at the edge. The

Everything from human activity to solar radiation

forever locked in the dark ages as it has not only

sensor, itself, is only applying

and precipitation can affect these loads and fluctuate

remained relatively the same over the past 25-30 years

the model. The logic to do

throughout the day, such as when the building is

since the Internet, but it has arguably gotten worse.

something interesting with

too cold in the morning but too hot in the afternoon.

One might question how to secure edge compute

that model and data still needs

Think of the occupancy rate compared to temperature,

deployments when it is known that traditional IoT

to be programmed and housed

humidity and precipitation levels. Not only can

and connected devices have such a horrible security rap,

somewhere onsite.

the systems be tuned in real time, but they can start

and not even Google or Facebook are immune to the

predicting and detecting anomalies, which might

whimsical desires of hackers. Uber was recently sued

has cropped up recently.

not show up in a system until something fails. HVAC

by every single state’s attorney general in the U.S.

Since the advent and massive

is truly expensive and by adopting these machine

including the District of Columbia for covering up

adoption of IP cameras

learning approaches, HVAC energy consumption

a data breach. The company is paying $148 million

throughout intelligent

and demand can be greatly reduced.

in the national settlement; it originally thought it would

One interesting application

only cost them approximately $100 thousand. Facebook

buildings, a few smart data

is looking at a $1.6 billion fine for a recent data breach.

do even more. There is now

A FEW BIG PROBLEMS
LATENCY

software that exists that can

Latency is a big problem. Latency is how fast

was incredibly broken, thereby exposing private data

in real time identify whether

one computer can talk to another spread out over

in as many as 500,000 accounts; it is now confronting

someone is holding a real

a physical distance, and it is a problem because

possible legal repercussions. The emperor has no clothes.
Traditional IoT and connected devices have routinely

scientists saw they could

FIGURE 2: Schools are using cameras paired with machine learning to identify and flag
individuals carrying weapons on school grounds. With hundreds of cameras per school,
this would be impossible without edge computing.

Google shut down its social platform because its security

MACHINE LEARNING MAGIC

pistol or a water gun automatically without the need for

if that distance is too far then decisions cannot

The entire field of inference includes a wide range of

humans to inspect it. These types of systems are starting

be made fast enough. For instance, consider

been used to build the largest botnets. Unsecured

activity that ten years ago would have been viewed

to spring up in high schools to thwart any potential

self-driving cars. There is software that can now tell

printers, routers, and IP connected cameras have been

as magical. Automated image classification looking for

active shooters. This is only possible due to recent

the difference between a child running in front of

mass “rooted,” which is hacker parlance for completely

defects in wind turbines, acoustic detection that can

machine learning advances that are only possible

a car versus a dog. Nobody wants to hit either, but

taking over and using them as giant cannons against

“‘hear” manufacturing lines operate in ways that

because of the sheer amount of data that these

asking the cloud to make that decision is too slow.

unsuspecting websites to knock them offline, sometimes

would make dogs blush, not to mention maritime’s

cameras are collecting. Smart building indeed! The

The software onboard the car needs to make a decision

for days at a time. There is a very large chance that

need for detecting, tracking and classifying marine

linear journey from big data to machine learning to

immediately about what to do— slow down, slam on

companies and enterprises have connected devices in

vessels. Currently, there are systems smart enough

the edge has surprised many in ICT, IT, and operational

the brakes, veer sharp left, is the car running into

one or more of their buildings that are a part of a botnet.

to understand what type of vessel is out there in the

technology (OT), even though in hindsight it is

another car? Latency becomes a big problem even

world’s waters simply by ”listening.”

only logical.

though the benefits of applying a lot of this software

Predictive maintenance is already in place in

Another big area for applying machine learning

are clearly valuable. Tesla cars have GPUs in them

industries, such as oil and gas, to predict workover,

in building management systems is with the notably

and run Linux, but what about the semi-trucks that

rod change, and cleaning operations leading to

complex HVAC systems. Good engineers can tune

may eventually replace 3.5 million workers in the

drastically reduced downtime and preventing

these systems by hand using the data they have

U.S.?No one wants an 18-wheeler barreling down the

catastrophic repair costs. Of course, seismic

available, but there is no way they can continuously

highway in California waiting to get a decision from

interpretation can be enhanced here as well for salt

tune to adapt to real-time data that streams in from

some data center in Virginia on when it decides it

classification. Parted rods or leaking tubing can

thousands of given inputs.

wants the truck to change lanes. However, latency

leave pumps not pumping for days or weeks.
A new technology is what some people are calling

Calculating the thermal load in a room can be

is not the only problem. Bandwidth throughput is also

done using an equation with quite a few parameters.

a problem when streaming high definition video from

”super sensors.” Super sensor technology is when

Machine learning in this case is finding the optimal

a few thousand cameras in an IP surveillance or smart

regular sensors cross-breed with machine learning

values for each of these variables in an automated

city application. Being able to analyze information in

to detect complex events. As the more granular these

fashion. The decision from those values can be tested

real time presents challenges if the intent is to offload

super sensors get and the larger the supply chain

and learned over time thanks to the copious amount

to software in the cloud.
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From acting on real time air
quality measurements to lighting,
building automation systems
(BAS) are inching closer and
closer to the edge.
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of data that is continuously streamed across

SECURITY

all the different sensors that measure these loads.

Data security is one of those industries that seems

Everything from human activity to solar radiation

forever locked in the dark ages as it has not only

and precipitation can affect these loads and fluctuate

remained relatively the same over the past 25-30 years

throughout the day, such as when the building is

since the Internet, but it has arguably gotten worse.

too cold in the morning but too hot in the afternoon.

One might question how to secure edge compute

Think of the occupancy rate compared to temperature,

deployments when it is known that traditional IoT

humidity and precipitation levels. Not only can

and connected devices have such a horrible security rap,

the systems be tuned in real time, but they can start

and not even Google or Facebook are immune to the

predicting and detecting anomalies, which might

whimsical desires of hackers. Uber was recently sued

not show up in a system until something fails. HVAC

by every single state’s attorney general in the U.S.

is truly expensive and by adopting these machine

including the District of Columbia for covering up

learning approaches, HVAC energy consumption

a data breach. The company is paying $148 million

and demand can be greatly reduced.

in the national settlement; it originally thought it would
only cost them approximately $100 thousand. Facebook

A FEW BIG PROBLEMS
LATENCY

is looking at a $1.6 billion fine for a recent data breach.

Latency is a big problem. Latency is how fast

was incredibly broken, thereby exposing private data

one computer can talk to another spread out over

in as many as 500,000 accounts; it is now confronting

a physical distance, and it is a problem because

possible legal repercussions. The emperor has no clothes.

if that distance is too far then decisions cannot

Traditional IoT and connected devices have routinely

Google shut down its social platform because its security

be made fast enough. For instance, consider

been used to build the largest botnets. Unsecured

self-driving cars. There is software that can now tell

printers, routers, and IP connected cameras have been

the difference between a child running in front of

mass “rooted,” which is hacker parlance for completely

a car versus a dog. Nobody wants to hit either, but

taking over and using them as giant cannons against

asking the cloud to make that decision is too slow.

unsuspecting websites to knock them offline, sometimes

The software onboard the car needs to make a decision

for days at a time. There is a very large chance that

immediately about what to do— slow down, slam on

companies and enterprises have connected devices in

the brakes, veer sharp left, is the car running into

one or more of their buildings that are a part of a botnet.

another car? Latency becomes a big problem even
though the benefits of applying a lot of this software
are clearly valuable. Tesla cars have GPUs in them
and run Linux, but what about the semi-trucks that
may eventually replace 3.5 million workers in the
U.S.? No one wants an 18-wheeler barreling down the
highway in California waiting to get a decision from
some data center in Virginia on when it decides it
wants the truck to change lanes. However, latency
is not the only problem. Bandwidth throughput is also
a problem when streaming high definition video from
a few thousand cameras in an IP surveillance or smart
city application. Being able to analyze information in

From acting on real time air
quality measurements to lighting,
building automation systems
(BAS) are inching closer and
closer to the edge.

real time presents challenges if the intent is to offload
to software in the cloud.
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REGISTER TODAY
In some hidden corners of the Internet, people can

will house its own data center-like environment.

buy access to blocks of 50,000 computers and devices

That is the edge. It not just dwarfs the public cloud,

very inexpensively, drop the malicious payload and be

it completely eclipses it.

on their merry way. This is not science fiction. This

Oil rigs are relying on spotty communication choices

is real life. How do some of those transactions take

like 3G, 4G, or Very Small Aperture Terminal (VSAT),

place? Through cryptocurrencies, such as bitcoin.

and each rig is producing terabytes of data, so it is no
wonder people are trying to run their compute on these

MANAGEABILITY

rigs. Kroger, for example, has been installing racks of

Today’s developers are used to deploying software

servers inside each of its approximately 2,700 grocery

in large public clouds with well-formed application

stores (Figure 3). Chick-fil-A has been installing servers

programming interfaces (APIs) that are crafted by

in each of its approximately 2,200 restaurants. This is

tens of thousands of engineers. AWS (Amazon’s

not just QuickBooks and time keeping software; this is

web services division) employs something north

software that may be running in a traditional public

of 20,000 engineers and they manage 56 physical

cloud environment. Managing this number of physical

locations. Compare that to the fact that there are

locations without a fraction of the same number of

approximately 1,500 offshore oil rigs around the

engineers is challenging to say the least. The current

world today or compare that to the Commercial

options leave much to be desired.

Buildings Energy Consumption Survey (CBECS)

edge for a lot of good reasons, yet the problems

buildings in the U.S. It needs to be realized that

are monumental, with security being one of the

in the future every single one of those buildings

most important.

FIGURE 3: Grocery stores are installing sensors and servers to run software that will predict and detect refrigerator
and freezer failures in order to mitigate product spoilage.
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In short, a lot of industries are embracing the

estimate that there are 5.6 million commercial
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REDUCED ATTACK SURFACE

THE UNIKERNELS SOLUTION

SINGLE PROCESS

Unikernels have a dramatically reduced attack

One particular solution that is starting to be

A single process system versus a multiple process

surface. Popular operating systems that sit on edge

embraced by various companies that are running

system, like Linux, means that each VM only runs

compute at the edge is the concept of unikernels.

one application inside of it at a time. Since all

Unikernels can be envisioned as the synthesis

software is being deployed as VMs to begin with,

of a single application, and the operating system bits

this makes the software run faster and also, by

it needs to run is in a very small lightweight virtual

design, makes it impossible to run other programs

machine (VM). Not only do they provide the

inside the same VM. When considering how almost

necessary manageability, since they are designed

any sort of attack occurs against servers, it all relies

small, they are in the tens of thousands of lines of

to be somewhat immutable with configuration

on the concept that the attacker is trying to run code

code; at that number provably correct systems can

done at deployment time, but they also come

on the company’s/organization’s server or device.

be created.

with a four-point security model.

The bug or exploit is just the key to the door, but it is

Unikernel architecture does not
have the concept of users and
passwords, because it
does not need them.

not the main goal. When the capability of running more

systems today, such as Linux, have a kernel — the
core of the system — weighing in at a whopping
15 million lines of code with thousands of libraries.
Ubuntu/Debian and other distributions of Linux
add to this weight and can clock in at 50 million
lines of code. Some unikernel-based systems are so

CLOSING REMARKS

This model is composed of the following:

than one program on the VM is removed, the main

NO USERS

• Single process system

motive of attacking the server is eliminated as well,

Unikernel architecture does not have the concept

buildings as it seeks to make things like HVAC,

• No users

inherently creating a serverless type architecture.

of users and passwords, because it does not need them.

alarms, fire systems and life safety systems more

• No shells

Most server and device systems deployed today have

intelligent. The challenge is in how to install all

• Reduced attack surface

this concept because many are still using

these new computing capabilities, like machine

40 to 50-year-old operating system designs when

learning, in a secure and manageable way, because

computers filled entire walls and cost $500,000 a pop.

the methods that are being used today might create

However, this concept is not relevant anymore,

value in one direction yet steal that value from

and it is a large reason why there are still so many

another direction.

Edge computing is clearly transforming intelligent

attacks on these systems today. Consider this analogy.

old VM stack

docker stack

unikernel stack

When patients ask a doctor why their foot hurts when

Please do not build intelligent buildings with

they repeatedly hit it and the doctor says, “stop doing

dumb security.

that,” unikernels state the obvious by saying “let’s stop
doing that” as well.

application
operating system

application
docker

NO SHELLS
application

The concept of a shell is a tool that engineers use on
systems to poke and prod at systems. However, it is
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Artificial Intelligence (AI), a very
old technology dating prior to the
1920s and with 40 year old roots in
ICT, is central to making Klaus’
prediction a reality. So much so,
Intel has invested well over $1
billion in businesses that are

Each and every decade that followed
the 1920s to the present day promised
that an autonomous vehicle would soon
be ready for commercialization.

advancing the field of AI, updated
its total available market estimate
for all AI silicon (i.e., servers,

Therefore, forward-thinking
ICT professionals no longer view

storage) to $200 billion by 2022,

AI as merely algorithms and

and launched an aggressive strategy

software in support of smart

of AI is the confusion between

to compete with NVIDIA for AI,

products and services but rather

identifying a cognitive computing

AMD for data center graphics

as a vital functional component

system and an AI system. Both are

processing units, and the many

of today’s and tomorrow’s ICT

needed in supercomputing and big

other AI players vying for market

networks and applications.

data, but each has a unique purpose,

dominance. Moreover, recent

computing is designed to “assist”

at a compound annual growth rate
(CAGR) between 50 to 63 percent

Amid the commercial media hype

people do by analyzing, reasoning,

over the next three years.

for AI, true AI is suffering from a

and remembering. Conversely, AI,

case of mistaken identity. In the

on its own, can autonomously make

ICT throughout the years, it has

article, Artificial Intelligence Has

decisions in isolation without

been a subject far removed from

Become Meaningless, it is argued that

human intervention using

commonplace ICT discussions;

AI “has been hijacked by companies

algorithms and processes that are

it was a technology out of the realm

wanting to make their software

not necessarily human-like in

of Layer 1 connectivity and was

algorithms sound smarter than they

cognition, and it does not mimic

best left to IT, data processors,

really are. Chat bots are often

human-like thought in decision

coders and mathematical wizards.

classed as AIs, for example, when

making as does cognitive

However, as the ICT industry

they are mostly glorified phone

computing. The ability for AI

agree that global artificial
intelligence uses will grow

Though AI has subtly impacted
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human decision-making, while
AI is designed to replace it. Cognitive
computing solves problems the way

is transitioning into the IoT world

trees, or else clever, automated

to make decisions without human

“In the not-so-distant future, if not tomorrow, you will awaken feeling

of network convergence and IP

Mad Lib-type programming.”3 For

intervention, for example, is

refreshed and alert from a good night’s sleep in a smart home with

device-driven global connectivity,

example, upon close inspection,

paramount for the many unmanned

automatically adjusted temperature and lighting. Enjoy breakfast in a smart

ICT designers and installers should

Facebook’s so-called AI that detects

micro data centers that will be

kitchen with a smart refrigerator that never forgets to order more milk or OJ.

become familiar with AI’s general

suicidal thoughts posted to its

installed as edge computing evolves,

Head out for your morning run wearing an IoT-enabled athletic shirt that

capabilities, misconceptions,

platform is little more than a

as well as IIoT, smart cities and 5G.

provides real-time biometric readings. And then drive your smart car to the

trends, and its most lucrative uses

pattern-matching filter that flags

smart city where you will undoubtedly do smart work in a smart building,”

in order to recommend, design

posts for human community

replace human thought—coupled

predicts Jeff Klaus, general manager of data center software at Intel.

and build the most innovative

managers, while Google’s so-called

with the now infamous tweet

and efficient networks for their

Perspective machine learning

of controversial tech leader Elon

enterprise customers.

algorithm to identify toxic online

Musk who proclaimed that AI

1
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research forecasts predominantly
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capabilities of an oncologist,

among Millennials, would likely

its facial expression and move

nukes—caused some companies

High may drop the term augmented

include Alexa, Google Home (AI

its head and hands by an air

to thwart the gloom and doom

intelligence in recognition that

is minimally used for voice

pressure mechanism.

associated with the term “artificial

Watson has become a truly high

recognition and some machine

intelligence,” made worse by the

level artificial intelligence system.

learning), robotics, and drone

resurfacing of renowned scientist

Will the patient, however, trust

technology. Most everyone would

studies about machines that can

Stephen Hawking’s claim that full

Dr. Watson, the physician that

answer the autonomous car or

think characterized the 1940s

AI and efforts to create thinking

would forever lack the ability to

vehicle. Many, if not most, would

that inspired computer-based

machines could spell the end of the

sympathize and empathize? Other

consider these as breakthroughs

neural networks from great minds,

human race. IBM, heavily invested

terms often used synonymously

in current technology. For the

such as Warren S. McCulloch,

in AI and healthcare with the

with AI include machine learning,

evolution of the autonomous

Walter Pitts, Edmund Berkeley

Watson cognitive system, introduced

informatics and knowledge-based

vehicle, they would be nearly

the term “augmented intelligence.”

system. These terms were introduced

100 years off.

However, when analyzing Watson

by AI research universities to

for IBM’s oncology program, it is

continue receiving grants when

the first, and perhaps ugliest,

evident that the system is based

government funding specifically for

unmanned radio-controlled vehicle

small electrical motors that

setbacks as today. When tested, the

with the most AI advancements,

on cognitive computing, because

AI grants went dry in the 1980s.

that strolled the streets of Dayton,

controlled the car’s speed and

vehicles, including the American

beginning in the early 50s with

Ohio as shown in Figure 1.

direction. It turned corners, sped up,

Wonder, often resulted in serious

Alan Turing and the Turing Test

slowed down and honked its horn.

vehicle to vehicle collisions, many

(a standard still used today to

an Army engineer, unveiled his

Because the people of New York

with fatalities. History does, indeed,

evaluate a computer or machine

driverless American Wonder, a 1926

thought this was an act of magic,

repeat itself. However, in March

that is indistinguishable from

is potentially more dangerous than

it “assists” the physician in
making his/her own patient
treatment decisions.
“A true artificial intelligence

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE:
THE RESURGENCE OF AN
OLD TECHNOLOGY

In 1921, the military introduced

Subsequently, Francis P. Houdina,

•	A rush of important papers and

and Donald Hebb.

FIGURE 2: The RCA radio-controlled car. (Credit: Wikimedia Commons).
Source: Discover Magazine.com.

•	Of all the decades, it can be argued
that the 1950s represent an era

system would have ‘told’ the

Ask anyone to cite examples

Chandler sedan (Figure 2) that

many mistook the name Houdina,

2018, the first reported “pedestrian”

human intelligence). The mid-50s

oncologist which course of action

of AI and the answers, especially

captured radio signals to operate

Francis’ true birth name, for the

fatality occurred involving an Uber

introduced the term “artificial

and treatment to take based on its

infamous magician Houdini who

self-driving car.

intelligence” for the first time

analysis of a huge database of

thought his brand name was at risk;

when IBM, Bell Labs, and various

medical information.” At the 2016

legal battles ensued. Because there

Other major AI benchmark

Watson Analyst Day, Rob High,

was a crew that followed behind the

advancements throughout the

IBM’s CTO for Watson explained,

American Wonder in another

decades include the following:

“What it’s really about is

vehicle sending out radio impulses,

involvement of a human in the

this cannot be classified

loop,” and he described Watson

as autonomous, because there

Leonardo Torres y Quevedo,

the Lisp programming language,

as “augmented intelligence” rather

was human intervention. However,

demonstrated the first chess-

which became the most widely

than artificial intelligence.

the American Wonder was an

playing machine, capable of

used language in AI.

5

6

“Watson has bigger ambitions

workshop, while in the late 50s
9

•	In 1914, Spanish engineer,

inspiration that an autonomous

king and rook against king

vehicle was not magical, but

endgames without any

Its medical knowledge is around that

a real possibility.

human intervention.

Each and every decade that

of a first year medical student,

Arthur Samuel introduced the
term “machine learning”

than a clinician's assistant, however.

8

universities collaborated in a study

and John McCarthy developed

•	The most notable events in the
1960s included the first industrial
robot, Unimate, which began

according to IBM, and the company

followed the 1920s to the present

•	The 1920s marked when Czech

working on the assembly line

hopes to have Watson pass the

day promised that an autonomous

writer Karel Ĉapek introduced

in a General Motors plant in

general medical licensing board

vehicle would soon be ready for

the word "robot" in his play R.U.R.

New Jersey, as well as progress

exams in the not too distant

commercialization as automation

(Rossum's Universal Robots)

in automated decision-making

future.” Upon graduation when

technology, AI, and machine

and Makoto Nishimura designed

and pattern recognition research.

Watson has the equivalent

learning advanced. Each and every

Gakutensoku, the first robot built

decade, however, suffered the same

in Japan that was able to change

7

knowledge and decision making
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•	With the exception of MYCIN,

AI debuted its merits in the 2000s

a system identifying bacteria

when Watson competed on Jeopardy

and recommending antibiotics

and defeated two of the game’s best

for patient treatments and the

champions in 2011. Furthermore,

in machine automation and AI,

and high-count cables required

Proceedings of the IEEE in

AI reascended as the enabling

ICT field technicians and installers

for smart city and widespread IoT

furthering natural language

technology for the 4th Industrial

often do not realize that many

applications. Likewise, ACE was

processing, the late 1970s marked

Revolution (Industry 4.0), catapulted

optical fiber fusion splicers have

a valuable precursor of today’s

the beginning of the slow-down

in 2011 by IoT, digitalization,

evolved into amazing computers.

software-defined networking (SDN)

of AI investment, interest,

and the IP-enabled smart

Evolving from large, clunky

and data center infrastructure

and research that culminated

applications being implemented

machines into IP-enabled hand-held

management (DCIM) platforms that

in the bursting of the AI bubble

today and envisioned for tomorrow

splicing devices, today’s fusion

when embedded with AI are used

in the 80s.

in response to 5G and other yet to

splicers have eliminated much of

today to reduce energy use, optimize

be defined emerging technologies.

the manual processes and human

cooling capacity and improve

once performed by expert

ready to terminate with reliability

maintenance personnel.

and speed the potentially hundreds

10

When considering innovation

of thousands of connections

error in optical fiber termination.

uptime, among other important

Working behind the scenes in some

control functions.

of accident-prone autonomous

ICT’S SUBTLE
CONTRIBUTIONS TO
AI ADVANCEMENTS

vehicle attempts, and the failure

Most historic advancements

are sensors, lab quality lenses,

to make the major impact that

in AI are attributed to university

and a lot of intelligent back-end

AI, IT, ICT AND MAKING
THE INTELLIGENT
ECOSYSTEM A REALITY

AI promised to deliver to society.

researchers in conjunction with

software programming that

In a TIA video interview with

There were still some

leading software giant companies.

incorporates geometry, the laws

Arpit Joshipura, GM of networking

advancements, such as the

However, one of the most successful

of physics (e.g., Marcuse’s equation

and orchestration at the Linux

development of Chabot A.L.I.C.E

AI applications was ICT specific

for core alignment) with imaging

Foundation and Manish Vyas,

(artificial linguistic internet

when AT&T, using artificial

processes and AI algorithms

president of communications

computer entity) in 1995 enabling

intelligence, developed its
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proprietary protocols, rigid

spectrum waste due to guard bands

networking capabilities, and high

while facilitating seamless

operational costs, a simpler, agile

capacity growth without network

and more efficient architectural

re-engineering or major disruption

model is considered (see Figure 3).

to existing operating processes.

Masoud goes on to explain that

FIGURE 3: Evolution of OSI to Layers T and C enable large scale task automation,
streamline operations, eliminate human error, and reduce operating costs whether
between end users and data centers or among multiple data centers.

Another interrelated innovation

DWDM technology, which enables

model designed to retire current

multiple optical carriers to travel

methods of optical capacity

in parallel on an optical fiber

planning, engineering, hardware-

and in the past increased capacity

based deployments requiring

and maximization of fiber

numerous truck rolls, extensive

utilization, cannot keep up with

manual labor, and human

the current growth in internet

intervention involves leveraging

traffic and enterprise migration to

software defined capacity (SDC)

the cloud that now demands a new

as shown in Figure 5.

FIGURE 5: SDC extends the principles of SDN’s primary focus on Ethernet and
packet layers to the optical transport layer. SDC is a key enabler of automation
throughout the network and across all operational levels and accelerates time-torevenue from a month to minutes among other benefits.

REDEFINING
THE OSI MODEL AND
THE OPTIMIZATION
OF DWDM IN COGNITIVE
NETWORKING

and data must be accessible

level of scalability. Taking DWDM

anywhere, anytime and on any

to new heights in capacity and

considered the key building blocks

device with the highest level of

optical performance is the “Super-

toward the creation and deployment

multiple and often challenging

quality, the 1980s seven-layer Open

Channel” innovation (see Figure 4)

of cognitive networks. Sophisticated

optical fiber impairments.

Systems Interconnection (OSI)

in which each of the carriers can be

AI algorithms can be used, for

Interesting new models

model, familiar to most Layer-1

independently and automatically

example, to build a microservices-

are some of many as IoT and 5G

various new architectures from

and architectures that ICT designers

physical infrastructure ICT

tuned across the C-band and

based path computation engine

continue to evolve. For example,

IT, especially those that advocate

and professionals should be aware

professionals, has reached its

optimally modulated—thereby

(PCE) that can replace manual

Tapati Bandopadhyay offers another

increased collaboration between

of are already circulating and

usefulness and relevancy. Ridding

increasing spectrum efficiency

offline route and capacity processes

OSI model architecture integrating

ICT, OT, and IT.

helping to bridge the dialogue gap

the original OSI model from its

and network capacity by reducing

and can ultimately overcome

AI (see Table 1).

These frameworks can be

The models presented by Masoud

It is advisable for ICT designers
and professionals to embark on
becoming more acquainted with

between ICT and IT. Fady Masoud,
product and technology marketing

7-LAYER ENTERPRISE AI SYSTEMS ARCHITECTURE

principal at Infinera, defines
API Layer:

cognitive networks as those that “use
advanced analytics, machine
learning, and artificial intelligence
techniques to help build selfoptimized, self-healing and highly
autonomous transport networks,
setting new benchmarks in
scalability, agility and automation.”
It is the result of seamless and highly
dynamic interaction between
software and hardware assets across
network layers for optimal
optical networking.
In his article, Building the
Foundation for Cognitive Networking,
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FIGURE 4: Super-channels optimize DWDM capacity and reach; scale bandwidth
without scaling operational procedures; and support next-generation high-speed
services (e.g., 100 and 400 Gigabit Ethernet (GbE).

Containerized, easy to consume, easy to train and build on, easy to deploy, APIfied, modularized, AI in Lego forms.

Presentation
Layer:

UI/ UX of AI use cases: Presentation and visualization of output such as classification models/clusters/
anomalies | Chat- text, voice, video | AR/VR | HMI

Use-case
Layer:

Combining/ leveraging multiple core algorithms to solve business use-cases: e.g. Tensorflow API-> image processing-> image classification/ clustering -> damaged cars vs. normal cars basis whatsapp/ mobile images from field- for
automotive insurance- remote damage evaluation

Algorithms
Layer:

Selection of most apt algorithms basis the use-case/ problem [e.g. image/ text/ missed, temporal, transfer learning,
reinforcement, NN's with memory- LSTM, HTM | Problems: classifier, clustering, fraud, profiling, CLV, churn, predictor,
synthetic data gen, approximation, autoML, meta-learning

Data Processing
Layer:

Data prep: quality checks, fitment for ML/training, assumptions testing, cleaning, sparse/lossy/noisy/blurred
data handling, Data security and governance, privacy, access control, regulatory compliance [e.g. PII, GDPR]

Data Integration
Layer:

Data search, identification of relevant & trusted sources, integration, data lakes, connectors, mixed data
[structured- unstructured]

Physical
Layer:

AI-Optimized Chips | Infra: GPU, TPU, Neuromorphic, Optical, Quantum computing

TABLE 1: Shows how the 7 layers of the ISO-OSI model map to the multiple layers of any enterprise AI system.13
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE:
WHAT TO EXPECT
The following information about

•	IoT related data investment

and Operational Intelligence

in Europe alone will reach

represent $198.8 and $51.9 million

and the intelligently connected

$50.2 billion by 2021.

dollar global revenue

ecosystem envisioned by Intel’s

opportunities respectively by 2022.

Klaus and the ICT and IT

the future trends in AI is derived
from expert in-house research

When considering smart cities

•	No major industry vertical will

industries at large, a number

and analyses. Without doubt, AI

be without real-time, edge

•	A I supported integrated workplace

of serious questions need to be

will continue to be implemented

computing driven data strategy

management system (IWMS) will

asked. Will history repeat itself?

in virtually every vertical enterprise

by 2023 with up to 64 percent

be a $3.7 and $2.3 billion dollar

Will vested players successfully

industry to help automate

of all segments (twelve industry

global opportunity for new

collaborate to deliver on the

and heighten efficiencies via its

categories) implementing at least

construction and building

intelligent ecosystem or will the

current capabilities coupled with

one IoT related real-time data

retrofits respectively by 2023.

endeavor succumb to the failure

evolving IoT and smart technologies.

service offering by 2025.

An IWMS solution is leveraged

to make the major impact that

to support a more integrated

AI systems, machine learning,

14

Cybersecurity and the quest for
viable solutions will continue to be

•	The healthcare vertical continues

building control system

and cognitive computing

a primary concern. Consider the

as one of the more lucrative

(e.g., lighting, HVAC), as well

promised to deliver to society

following research and forecasts

enterprises where Real-Time

as optimizing the workplace

many decades ago? Will self-

that shed light to AI trends

Patient Monitoring System

as shown in Figure 6.

driving autonomous vehicles

and concentrated deployments:

still be tested on city streets
•	While there are great

• Lease and Property
Administration

• Preventive Maintenance
• Condition Assessment

• Capital Budgeting and
Planning

• Material Safety Data
Sheets Management

• Project Portfolio
Management
• Environmental
Monitoring and
Management

• Fleet Management

Property
Management
Software

expectations for present
largely purpose-built
to solve one problem
typically utilizing one
greater expectations for
general purpose AI, often
referred to as Artificial
General Intelligence
or AGI that over
an application

Technology
Management
Software

programming interface

Facility and
Space
Management
Software

(API) can solve multiple
problems and utilize
multiple devices on a

• Enterprise Asset
Management

• Space Allocation and
Chargeback

• Telecommunications
and Cable Management

• Hoteling and
Reservations

• Work Order Management

• Move Management

cross-industry basis. AGI
represents an $8.2 billion
opportunity for the global
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healthcare industry alone
by 2023.

FIGURE 6: AI assisted IWMS determines optimal allocation of building resources based on
environmental factors, workflow, availability and location of personnel and organizational assets,
making it useful in intelligent corporate or university campuses where multiple buildings are
often multi-purpose and shared among departments.15

cumulatively)? Only time will tell.

AI solutions, which are

device, there are even

Maintenance
Management
Software

100 years from now (200 years
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POL offer several advantages for enterprise LANs: simplicity
in design; less equipment and cabling; centralized management;
lower energy requirements; ease of testing; and future-proofing.
POL OVERVIEW
What constitutes a POL? It is a point-to-multipoint fiber

the network intelligence to a central location (the OLT)

architecture that uses passive optical splitters to divide

while centralizing the management of all ONTs to

the signal from one optical fiber into multiple fiber

reduce the complexity of managing and maintaining

branches. The signals are transmitted simultaneously

the network, thereby allowing IT managers full control

in both directions over separate wavelengths—1310 nm

of network services. Second, because GPON technology

for upstream data and 1490 nm for downstream data

uses singlemode optical fiber, rather than multimode

in the case of GPON.

optical fiber more commonly deployed in enterprise

A POL uses a single piece of centralized active

Implementing Next-Generation PON
Technologies over Existing Optical
Fiber Infrastructure
By Guillaume Lavallee,
Steven Van Den Bergh,
and Cemil Canturk

applications, it can support a span of up to 20 kilometers

equipment, the optical line terminal (OLT) or central

(km). This means networks can cover much larger span

switch. A passive singlemode fiber network runs down

lengths without installing additional power on each

to the desktop through an optical splitter and into

floor. Instead, the network uses passive splitters. Not

a thin-client edge device or optical network terminal

only are the splitters small, but they typically allow

(ONT) as depicted in Figure 1. It is a fully passive

an aggregate up to 32 ONTs onto single connections

solution, except at the endpoints where the terminal

in the central equipment room. This saves space

equipment (i.e., OLT and ONT) reside.

and reduces energy consumption. Security is also

There are several advantages to this type of

not an issue as GPON technology has inherent

technology. First, the POL architecture shifts

military-grade encryption.

3. Optical Splitter

Fully passive equipment, no power consumption
Replaces the equipment racks at floor level
Small size, can e.g. be installed on false ceiling
Typical 1 input for 32 fibre outputs.

Keeping up with bandwidth requirements has become a full-time job for
network managers. While 1 gigabit per second (Gb/s) seemed like plenty
of speed just a few years ago, increasingly enterprises are looking at 10 Gb/s
and even beyond to support the use of streaming video content, video
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conferencing, and cloud-based services into the LAN. The choice is no
longer between copper or optical fiber-based networks, but rather which
type of fiber-based network to deploy to ensure that network requirements
are covered today and can be easily expanded to meet future requirements.
One of the options, especially for new installations, is the use of Passive
Optical LAN (POL) technology. POL is an adaptation of the gigabit-capable

4. H
 orizontal Fibre Cabling

SMF
Typically, 1 fibre for 4 workplaces,
replaces 4 long CAT 6A cables.

2. Vertical Fibre Cabling
SMF = Single Mode Fibre
	Recommended to use preconnectorized fibres (no splicing)
Vertical part can be resillient
(2 paths, active-standby)

passive optical networks (GPON) used in fiber-to-the-home deployments
1. C
 entral Switch

for the LAN environment. POL offers several advantages for enterprise LANs:
simplicity in design; less equipment and cabling; centralized management;
lower energy requirements; ease of testing; and future-proofing. As POL
becomes more prevalent in the enterprise, it is important for ICT design

Multiple 1G/10G/100G
to core network

OLT = Optical Line Terminal
Installed in the main equipment room
of the building.
Connects the GPON network to the
core network (routers).

5. GPON Terminal Equipment
ONT = Optical Network Termination
	Terminates GPON fibres and provides
standard GE connectivity to end-devices.
Managed 100% by OLT (Central Switch)
Different models possible with different
interfaces, e.g. support for Power-OverEthernet (POE).
Locally powered by default, remote
powering as option (with hybrid cable).

engineers, installers, and project managers to grasp an overview of POL
and how this technology can be upgraded and tested.
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type of fiber-based network to deploy to ensure that network requirements
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OLT = Optical Line Terminal
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5. GPON Terminal Equipment
ONT = Optical Network Termination
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standard GE connectivity to end-devices.
Managed 100% by OLT (Central Switch)
Different models possible with different
interfaces, e.g. support for Power-OverEthernet (POE).
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FIGURE 2: PON technologies use dedicated wavelengths in the optical bands.

MIGRATING ON PON TECHNOLOGIES,
BASED ON ITU STANDARDIZATION

MIGRATING TO 40 GB/S

PON technologies have been standardized by the

wavelength division multiplexing (TWDM-PON).

International Telecommunications Union (ITU) since

Defined in the ITU-T 989 series, it is the most advanced

2003, and there are now a series of G.984 standards

of the next generation PON technologies. 40 Gb/s is

covering the first version of GPON technology ratified

achieved by a combination of four dedicated wavelengths

in 2003.

per fiber (on top of GPON wavelengths), each of which

The most commonly deployed PON today is

To achieve 40 Gb/s, PON technology uses time

is capable of delivering symmetrical or asymmetrical bit

GPON technology that delivers 2.5 Gb/s downstream

rates of 2.5 Gb/s or 10 Gb/s. TWDM-PON supports

and 1.25 Gb/s upstream in point-to-multipoint

flexible bitrate configurations (e.g., 2.5/2.5G, 10/2.5G,

networks. It is a shared medium and supports optical

10/10G) and tunable lasers that allow to dynamically

budgets of 28 and 32 dB and a split ratio of 1:128;

assign and change the wavelength on which a business

in other words up to 128 ONTs can be connected

is connected.

to a single PON. However, the optical budget for the

The next generation PON technologies support split

technology is the maximum attenuation of the optical

ratios of up to 1:256 per channel group and optical

signal that can be supported using splitters. Every time

budgets of 29 and 31 dB. They will support 33 and 35 dB

the signal is split, the signal is reduced on every strand

in the future.

of fiber. When the signal passes through a splitter with

One of the built-in advantages to upgrading to the

a split ratio of 2, then the optical budget is reduced

newer PON technologies is that their split ratios

by 3dB; a split ratio of 4 reduces the optical budget

and optical budgets can be higher than the first

by 6dB and so on. The reach of an optical signal

generation of GPON. This means that the optical fiber

is a tradeoff between the split ratio and optical budget.

cabling design done today is forward compatible with

The larger the optical budget, the longer the reach.

the new technologies, because these new technologies

Typically, with a 1:32 split ratio, 20 km can be covered.

support at least the same split ratios and the same optical
budgets as the existing technologies.

MIGRATING TO 10 GB/S

Another aspect of PON that facilitates the evolution

Considering the evolution of PON technology, ITU has

to higher data rates is that these technologies use

defined the next step as 10 Gb/s technology: XG-PON

dedicated wavelengths in the optical bands as shown in

(ITU-T G.987.x) and XGS-PON (ITU-T G.9807.1).

Figure 2. Notice where the different bands are located for

XG-PON was the first standardized next generation PON

GPON upstream and downstream, 10G PON, and where

technology. It is an asymmetrical solution that delivers

XGS-PON, and XG-PON use the same balance. Notice

10 Gb/s downstream towards the endpoints and 2.5 Gb/s

also the TWDM wavelengths. Different PON technology

in the opposite direction. The more popular variation

generations use separated wavelength bands and can

is XGS-PON, which supports 10 Gb/s in both directions

coexist on the same fiber plant as the OLT and ONT

and delivers four times more upstream bandwidth.

which implement filters that remove unwanted
wavelengths. It is interesting to note that XGS-PON
and XG-PON use the same wavelengths, but dual-rate
optics allow both on the same network.
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of fiber. When the signal passes through a splitter with

One of the built-in advantages to upgrading to the

a split ratio of 2, then the optical budget is reduced

newer PON technologies is that their split ratios

by 3dB; a split ratio of 4 reduces the optical budget

and optical budgets can be higher than the first

by 6dB and so on. The reach of an optical signal

generation of GPON. This means that the optical fiber

is a tradeoff between the split ratio and optical budget.

cabling design done today is forward compatible with

The larger the optical budget, the longer the reach.

the new technologies, because these new technologies

Typically, with a 1:32 split ratio, 20 km can be covered.

support at least the same split ratios and the same optical
budgets as the existing technologies.

MIGRATING TO 10 GB/S

Another aspect of PON that facilitates the evolution
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design projects—cabling infrastructure is complex!
Increase your worth by becoming a BICSI RCDD. Information and communications technology
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a BICSI RCDD.

Considering the evolution of PON technology, ITU has

to higher data rates is that these technologies use

The RCDD status conveys instant advantages over the competition:

defined the next step as 10 Gb/s technology: XG-PON

dedicated wavelengths in the optical bands as shown in

(ITU-T G.987.x) and XGS-PON (ITU-T G.9807.1).

Figure 2. Notice where the different bands are located for

○ A professional designation of excellence

XG-PON was the first standardized next generation PON

GPON upstream and downstream, 10G PON, and where

technology. It is an asymmetrical solution that delivers

XGS-PON, and XG-PON use the same balance. Notice

10 Gb/s downstream towards the endpoints and 2.5 Gb/s

also the TWDM wavelengths. Different PON technology

in the opposite direction. The more popular variation

generations use separated wavelength bands and can

is XGS-PON, which supports 10 Gb/s in both directions

coexist on the same fiber plant as the OLT and ONT

and delivers four times more upstream bandwidth.

which implement filters that remove unwanted
wavelengths. It is interesting to note that XGS-PON
and XG-PON use the same wavelengths, but dual-rate
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CEx = Coexistence Element (G.989.1)
WM = Wavelength Multiplexer (G.989.1)

FIGURE 5: Illustration when moving to higher bitrates and configurations with TWDM-PON.
In the future, when moving to higher bitrates

when the number of endpoints requiring higher

and configurations with TWDM-PON, the external

A smooth, targeted and cost-efficient

WM is deployed to combine the different (up to 4)

evolution of the network can be

TWDM-PON wavelengths. The WM combines

TESTING PASSIVE OPTICAL LAN NETWORKS

achieved without the need for

and isolates the individual TWDM wavelengths

Because the POL is an enterprise adaptation of the GPON

a forklift upgrade.

and should be placed between the TWDM-PON line card

used in fiber-to-the-home applications, the same tools

and the CE. The CE acts as a MUX/DEMUX to merge the

and expertise that were developed for GPON can be

Upgrading the network can be done

GPON, XGS-PON and TWDM-PON wavelengths into the

applied in this application.

in three steps as depicted in Figure 4:

same PON as shown in Figure 5.

speed is limited.

The recommended testing protocols for a POL

technologies is the evolution can happen gradually,

deployment are:

in the central equipment room

adding additional capabilities only where the network

• Inspecting the connector

to combine GPON with XGS-PON

needs more throughput. In those locations in the

•	Optical fiber characterization with different tools

wavelengths. This is a wavelength

building where the existing solution offers sufficient

(e.g., optical loss test set [OLTS], optical time domain

division multiplexer (WM) that can

bandwidth, it can remain. This minimizes upgrade costs.

reflectometer [OTDR], intelligent optical link

take multiple wavelengths and put

In addition, the only changes are to the electronics

mapper [iOLM])

them on the same optical fiber.

at each end of the network, so there is no need to swap

• Validating service activation using a PON power meter

It is defined by ITU standards.

cables or upgrade cabling.

• Reporting tests and test results

1.		Add a co-existence element (CE)

CEx

OTDR

Central Equipment Room

One of the key benefits of POL solutions and GPON

10 Gb/s

Central
WMEquipment Room

4x10 Gb/s

bandwidth and greater speeds?

Gb/s
CEx =1.2
Coexistence
Element (G.989.1)

OLT

CEx

What if new services are introduced
ONT

Add/ Replace XGS-PON ONTs

XGS PON
GPON

OLT

port as shown in Figure 3. GPON

FIGURE
3: Simplified representation of a POL deployment, based on
OLT
GPON, which can be used in a building or campus.

10 Gb/s
2.5 Gb/s
1.2 Gb/s
10 Gb/s

which can be used in a building or
OLT

4x10 Gb/s

It is worth considering the flexibility that POL
2.		Equip the OLT with XGS-PON line

networks offer to the design and redesign of the network.

In optical fiber networks, 80 percent of the problems

cards and connect the 10G PON

For example, when sufficient optical fiber is available on

are caused by dirty or damaged optical connectors,

ports to the CE so that 10G PON

the horizontal and vertical part of the network, dedicated

10 percent of network problems are due to macrobends,

symmetrical capabilities are

splitters for GPON and XGS-PON can be used, which

which are responsible for signal loss and network quality

delivered on the same optical

results in simpler bandwidth management, simpler

deterioration, and the remaining 10 percent of problems

fiber and splitter.

upgrades and the elimination of the CE. Also, the

can be attributed to other components, such as the ONT,

different generations of technologies can be deployed

OLT and splitters.

3.		Replace GPON ONTs with 10G

either from the same OLT or from separated OLTs when

Dirty connectors can have a direct impact on bit error

PON ONTs for those services

different divisions are managing the OLTs as segregated

rate, insertion loss and optical return loss, which will

demanding greater speeds.

networks. Finally, XGS-PON technologies can be

impact system performance and reliability. For POLs,

deployed in overlay of GPON even using different split

the acceptable insertion loss is a minimum of 13 dB

ratios (by use of higher optical budget optics) especially

and a maximum of 28 dB at a 20 km distance.
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rate, insertion loss and optical return loss, which will

demanding greater speeds.

networks. Finally, XGS-PON technologies can be

impact system performance and reliability. For POLs,

deployed in overlay of GPON even using different split

the acceptable insertion loss is a minimum of 13 dB

ratios (by use of higher optical budget optics) especially

and a maximum of 28 dB at a 20 km distance.
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Tools, like OLTS, provide reports of the bidirectional

pass/fail verdict and a link view to the different network

testing with the loss and optical return loss and length

elements, their location and which are problematic.

link. When inspecting connectors with a fiber inspection

None

None

When troubleshooting a live network, use an OTDR

probe, a complete report is generated with pictures of

No limit ≤3 μm
None >3 μm

No limit <2 μm
5 from 2–5 μm
None >5 μm

equipped with a singlemode live port using an out-of-

the connector end phase with overlay of the analysis

band 1625 nm wavelength. This allows networks with

that was performed on them, as well as global status and

live traffic to be tested without interfering with other

a table with events of the different zones that details the

active users. With the multi-pulse OTDR technology,

quantity and size of any defects.

C: Adhesive

No limit

No limit

D: Contact

No limit

No limit ≥10 μm

FIGURE 6: Illustration of connector zones and tolerance levels.

one can detect fault locations accurately.
OTDRs are also helpful at finding macrobends, which

CONCLUSION

are the second biggest cause of network problems.

For network managers and building owners who are

Macrobends can be caused by improper fiber handling.

installing a new network, either in a greenfield situation

The light in the optical fiber “leaks out” of the fiber

or a complete forklift upgrade, deploying POL

FIBER CHARACTERIZATION

when it is bent. When there is a macrobend, it presents

technologies and singlemode optical fiber lays the

first for cleanliness. Even when a connector has an end

Just like any fiber optic system, a POL must be tested

itself as a higher loss at the higher wavelength. By using

foundation for a future-proofed network that will last

cap, do not assume it is clean. Connectors are divided in

to ensure that transmission system requirements are met,

an OTDR at two different wavelengths, the technician

for decades to come. Built on standardized, mature

different zones (i.e., core, cladding, adhesive and contact)

which means that the system operates within the

can validate whether the loss occurs at the higher

and mass-market PON technologies, an increase of LAN

with different tolerance levels in terms of number

specified loss budget. In a POL, the overall channel loss

wavelength. An iOLM will also pinpoint the location

speeds can be achieved without any impact on the

of scratches and the number of defects it can tolerate, as

of the network is determined by the end-to-end path

of a macrobend.

cabling infrastructure and with only minor updates

defined in the standards and shown in Figure 6.

between the OLT and the ONT.

Before making any connection, it is critical to inspect

By measuring the number and the size of those defects

Insertion loss, link length and optical return loss

of the end-point electronics. The evolution is not

SERVICE ACTIVATION

disruptive and can be incremental, as different PON
technology generations can coexist on the same network.

per region, the ICT technician can validate if a connector

are measured with OLTS equipment, which consists of

To test service activation, use a PON power meter,

is good (clean) or bad (dirty or damaged). Connector

a master and remote unit and combines both a light

which is a pass-through unit that checks the power both

inspection is done with analytical software that will

source and power meter. One remote and one master unit

upstream and downstream. One end of the meter is

identify and measure those defects against industry

are used to do bidirectional testing. This process consists

connected to the OLT and the other end to an ONT.

standards to ensure result uniformity for all users.

of emitting from the source and measuring at the other

The pass-through connection allows the ONT and OLT

end with the power meter (first from A to B and then

to communicate with each other to confirm all signals

from B to A).

are present. The unit is equipped with filter detectors

CONNECTOR CLEANING
Always inspect first, before cleaning. If the connector is

When designing a POL, the engineers predict the loss

for individual measurements of wavelengths. It supports

clean, do not touch it, since doing so may introduce dirt

of every component of the network (e.g., fiber loss,

GPON and next-generation PON and with special

or scratches. When there is a failed connector, it needs to

attenuation, splitting ratio, number of splices, number

built-in PON awareness capability it adjusts itself

be cleaned. Once it is clean, it needs to be reinspected to

of connectors, tolerated loss). The predicted loss is

automatically to the active wavelength to perform

make sure that it is really clean. Repeat those steps until

validated and certified with field measurements using

a power reading.

the connector is clean or, if after repeated attempts it still

an OLTS. If the loss is not within the boundaries of the

does not pass inspection, the connector must be replaced.

expected budget, then tools such as an OTDR or iOLM

REPORTING

can be used to identify the source of the excess loss.

The last element for POL is reporting. The different tools
discussed all provide PDF reports of the results. For

There are three methods used for cleaning connectors:
•	The dry method

TROUBLESHOOTING

example, iOLM provides a complete report with a view

•	A click-on cleaning pen

OTDRs and iOLM (a software tool) are the preferred

of all the different elements on the network. The

•	A wet method that uses swabs pre-saturated with

methods/tools to locate and fix issues. Short distances,

technician sees a global pass/fail status as well as the

high loss and multiple network components require a

individual status of every element identified.

Some people use a hybrid method; dry cleaning is

combination of multiple OTDR pulse widths that can be

Furthermore, the technician would know the loss

performed after wet cleaning to eliminate any residue

manually adjusted on the OTDR or automatically with

and reflectance for each of those events, so if there is

on the connector.

the iOLM software. A simple click of a button will

a problem it is known right away where it is located.

isopropyl alcohol to dissolve contaminants
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OTDRs are also helpful at finding macrobends, which

CONCLUSION

are the second biggest cause of network problems.

For network managers and building owners who are

Macrobends can be caused by improper fiber handling.

installing a new network, either in a greenfield situation

The light in the optical fiber “leaks out” of the fiber

or a complete forklift upgrade, deploying POL
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when it is bent. When there is a macrobend, it presents

technologies and singlemode optical fiber lays the

first for cleanliness. Even when a connector has an end

Just like any fiber optic system, a POL must be tested

itself as a higher loss at the higher wavelength. By using

foundation for a future-proofed network that will last

cap, do not assume it is clean. Connectors are divided in

to ensure that transmission system requirements are met,
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does not pass inspection, the connector must be replaced.
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example, iOLM provides a complete report with a view
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Modern structures are filled with combustible
materials. The increased use of synthetic materials,
such as foams and plastics, when compared to the
materials used a few decades ago changes the dynamics
considerably. According to an online video of
a demonstration conducted by Underwriters Laboratories
Inc. (UL), a structure with modern furnishings

A structure with modern
furnishings and material
flashes over in 3 minutes
and 40 seconds!

and material flashes over in 3 minutes and 40 seconds,
whereas one with more traditional furnishings takes
closer to 30 minutes.

1

When it comes to passive fire protection, buildings

left represents a conduit penetrating a fire-rated
compartment. If the opening around the conduit is

compartments made up of fire-rated floors and walls.

unprotected, the fire has a path to propagate quickly

When these compartments are breached by various

into the adjoining space. The right-hand image shows

building service elements such as pipes, conduits,

a properly installed firestop system that seals the

cables, and ducts, their fire-rating and ability to resist

opening around the conduit and restores the fire rating

smoke migration is compromised. Firestopping, thus,

of the barrier. Fire and smoke are now contained to

is the process of installing third-party tested and listed

the compartment of origin.
For many people, the notion of firestopping means

fire-resistance ratings. Building and fire codes, such

red caulk around conduits or cables. However, what

as NFPA, ICC and European standards, require that

good is a great caulk if the barrier cannot withstand

such ratings be restored through firestopping, making

the fire? Therefore, a firestop system starts with the

penetration firestops a vitally important topic.

fire-rated barrier itself, whether a floor or a wall, then

The firestopping process of installing third-party

By Justin Pine, RCDD

a fire-rated barrier. In Figure 1, the red object at the

are essentially built with a series of fire-rated

materials into openings in fire-rated barriers to restore

A Firestopping Primer for Today’s Buildings

A penetration occurs when a service element breaches

the opening and what goes through it. Finally comes

tested and listed materials into openings in fire-rated

the firestop product installed into the opening

partitions maintains these fire-resistance ratings. This is

as described by a UL-classified firestop system, a factory

usually a simple process when thought of ahead of time,

mutual (FM) approved design, or as tested to the

but can become painful and expensive if done after the

European standard EN 1366. The complete assemblage

fact. Avoiding it altogether will put any type of structure

of elements, which is called a system, achieves the

at risk, even if it is protected by a sprinkler system.

rating, not an individual product.

If fire safety in the built environment were a football team, the sprinkler
system might be considered the quarterback, and the passive fire protection
features, such as fire-rated barriers, firestopping, doors, and dampers, would
be analogous to the offensive line quietly doing its work in the background.
The offensive line is essential! A team with a bad offensive line cannot win
a championship even with a star quarterback. Fire sprinklers are highly
identifiable safety features in any building. Often overlooked, however,
are the fire-rated floors and walls that work in combination with the
sprinkler system to provide life safety and property protection. Building
and safety codes prescribe the use of both active (e.g., sprinklers) and passive
(e.g., fire-rated barriers, firestopping) fire protection systems. Such
redundancy is sometimes referred to as safety-layering. Should one system
fail, there is an added level of safety. It is much like seat belts and air bags
in vehicles; both are vital in a catastrophic event.
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FIGURE 1: A conduit penetration occurrence at left versus a properly sealed conduit opening at right.
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is the process of installing third-party tested and listed

the compartment of origin.
For many people, the notion of firestopping means

fire-resistance ratings. Building and fire codes, such

red caulk around conduits or cables. However, what

as NFPA, ICC and European standards, require that

good is a great caulk if the barrier cannot withstand

such ratings be restored through firestopping, making

the fire? Therefore, a firestop system starts with the

penetration firestops a vitally important topic.

fire-rated barrier itself, whether a floor or a wall, then

The firestopping process of installing third-party
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a fire-rated barrier. In Figure 1, the red object at the

are essentially built with a series of fire-rated

materials into openings in fire-rated barriers to restore

A Firestopping Primer for Today’s Buildings

A penetration occurs when a service element breaches

the opening and what goes through it. Finally comes

tested and listed materials into openings in fire-rated

the firestop product installed into the opening

partitions maintains these fire-resistance ratings. This is

as described by a UL-classified firestop system, a factory

usually a simple process when thought of ahead of time,

mutual (FM) approved design, or as tested to the

but can become painful and expensive if done after the

European standard EN 1366. The complete assemblage

fact. Avoiding it altogether will put any type of structure

of elements, which is called a system, achieves the

at risk, even if it is protected by a sprinkler system.

rating, not an individual product.

If fire safety in the built environment were a football team, the sprinkler
system might be considered the quarterback, and the passive fire protection
features, such as fire-rated barriers, firestopping, doors, and dampers, would
be analogous to the offensive line quietly doing its work in the background.
The offensive line is essential! A team with a bad offensive line cannot win
a championship even with a star quarterback. Fire sprinklers are highly
identifiable safety features in any building. Often overlooked, however,
are the fire-rated floors and walls that work in combination with the
sprinkler system to provide life safety and property protection. Building
and safety codes prescribe the use of both active (e.g., sprinklers) and passive
(e.g., fire-rated barriers, firestopping) fire protection systems. Such
redundancy is sometimes referred to as safety-layering. Should one system
fail, there is an added level of safety. It is much like seat belts and air bags
in vehicles; both are vital in a catastrophic event.
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FIGURE 1: A conduit penetration occurrence at left versus a properly sealed conduit opening at right.
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FIGURE 2: Testing a specimen to a standardized
time-temperature curve.

F rating means the firestop system prevented fire spread

FIGURE 4: The hose stream test immediately follows the fire test.

for two hours. The T rating is a measure of the thermal
conductivity of a firestop system. This is the time
required for various points on the unexposed side

In the Figure 3 scenario, the assembly is anchored

thermal shock and force of applying a cold, high-pressure

TESTS FOR PENETRATION FIRESTOPS

of the test assembly to rise 163°C (325°F) over the

to the test furnace. During the testing process, the

stream of water to a red-hot assembly is a good measure

For evaluation of penetration firestop systems, the base

starting ambient temperature. Figure 3 shows an

firestop collars expand through a process called

of system integrity.

standard used is ASTM E814, Standard Test Method for

example of a UL test assembly consisting of plastic

intumescence (i.e., heat applied to the firestop material

Fire Tests of Penetration Firestop Systems. UL has a similar

pipes installed in a concrete floor and protected

that causes it to expand rapidly). In so doing, they close

prevent the passage of water to the unexposed side. It is

standard, UL 1479, Fire Tests

with firestop collars.

To pass the hose stream test, the firestop system must

off the openings and prevent the fire from spreading.

important to remember that a building fire is a dynamic

of Through-Penetration

Intumescent products are common in the industry,

event. As pressure levels change and heat becomes more

Firestops. In the United States,

particularly well-suited for combustible materials, and also

intense, surrounding structures and elements can fail,

current building codes refer

frequently used on noncombustible materials as well.

thereby stressing the firestop. A good measurement

to both UL 1479 and ASTM

The hose stream test (Figure 4) immediately follows

E814. In Europe, the standard

the fire test and is designed to evaluate the structural

is EN 1366. These test

integrity of the assembly. This is by far the most difficult

methods expose the test

segment of the test to pass. The red-hot assembly is

specimen to a standardized

blasted with a stream of cold water from a 64 mm

time-temperature curve,

(2-1/2 in.) diameter hose discharged at high pressure.

which ensures that all systems

Not only does the assembly need to withstand the force

are tested to the same rigorous

of the water pressure, it also needs to withstand the

requirements in order

strong internal forces developed from the thermal shock

to provide a benchmark

of rapid cooling. UL 1479 prescribes the pressure and
duration of the hose-stream exposure, which depends
on the hourly rating being tested and the size of the
assembly. Firefighters should particularly be aware of the
hose stream test as it gives an indication of whether

FIGURE 3: An example of a UL test assembly.
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of system integrity is established by the thermal shock
of the cold high-pressure water stream to the red-hot

Aluminum cable conductors
typically melt at 649°C (1,200°F)
and many plastics ignite at
temperatures significantly below
538°C (1,000°F), which is within
two or three minutes of the
start of a fire!

a structure will withstand the back-draft effect. The
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intense, surrounding structures and elements can fail,

current building codes refer

frequently used on noncombustible materials as well.

thereby stressing the firestop. A good measurement

to both UL 1479 and ASTM

The hose stream test (Figure 4) immediately follows

E814. In Europe, the standard

the fire test and is designed to evaluate the structural

is EN 1366. These test

integrity of the assembly. This is by far the most difficult

methods expose the test

segment of the test to pass. The red-hot assembly is

specimen to a standardized

blasted with a stream of cold water from a 64 mm

time-temperature curve,

(2-1/2 in.) diameter hose discharged at high pressure.

which ensures that all systems

Not only does the assembly need to withstand the force

are tested to the same rigorous

of the water pressure, it also needs to withstand the

requirements in order

strong internal forces developed from the thermal shock

to provide a benchmark

of rapid cooling. UL 1479 prescribes the pressure and
duration of the hose-stream exposure, which depends
on the hourly rating being tested and the size of the
assembly. Firefighters should particularly be aware of the
hose stream test as it gives an indication of whether

FIGURE 3: An example of a UL test assembly.
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of system integrity is established by the thermal shock
of the cold high-pressure water stream to the red-hot

Aluminum cable conductors
typically melt at 649°C (1,200°F)
and many plastics ignite at
temperatures significantly below
538°C (1,000°F), which is within
two or three minutes of the
start of a fire!

a structure will withstand the back-draft effect. The
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assembly. Testing to European standards is somewhat

WHERE TO GO FOR HELP

early concept to third-party testing. The ability to

similar to that of ASTM/UL, although the derived

Firestopping is a specific and often misunderstood

contact manufacturers’ technical personnel directly

ratings are termed differently. However, the European

construction practice. Quality firestop manufacturers

represents a huge advantage to the end-user. Their

offer assistance to designers, inspectors and end users,

wealth of knowledge can only assist in getting the job

usually free of charge and available by telephone, fax

done efficiently and, most importantly, correctly.

standards evaluate only fire exposure and do not include
a hose stream. This explains why European firestop

Always contact the local
authority having jurisdiction
(AHJ).

or e-mail. Many publish valuable information including

Serious manufacturers of firestopping products also

firestop designs, product information and other

have trained field personnel that can help on job sites

acceptable under ASTM/UL as it cannot pass the hose

informative articles online on their websites. Most

and visit with users. Additionally, organizations, such

stream test.

manufacturers staff the telephone lines with degree-

as the International Firestop Council, a not-for-profit

qualified engineers. Depending on the company, some

organization of manufacturers, distributors and

systems often use mineral wool boards coated
with a firestop spray or sealant; this approach is not

L AND W RATINGS

FM APPROVALS

Unlike ASTM E814, EN 1366, or BS 476, the UL 1479

In some situations, particularly mechanical, electrical

standard includes two test protocols, conducted at

and plumbing (MEP) applications in industrial plants

the option of the test sponsor, for evaluating air leakage

insured by FM Global, it is necessary to have FM

(L Rating) and short-term water resistance (W Rating).

approved firestop installations. This usually requires two

The L Rating is used as an indication of smoke

types of documents: one showing that the manufacturer

resistance.

is subject to FM’s quality inspection program and one
proving that the firestop system is tested under
UL/ASTM standards.

WHEN THERE IS NO TEST
There will be situations when a manufacturer has
no test for a specific application. In such a case,
an engineering judgment (EJ) is permitted under strict
conditions defined by the International Firestop Council

engineers have a hand in product development, from
OSP_three quarter_Ad.pdf 1 2/13/2019 11:08:02 AM

installers, service the construction industry by

Further Your Career with an Outside Plant Designer Credential!
Things to Know About
the OSP Credential
An OSP Designer is responsible for
many factors involved with ICT projects
including the design, supervision of
the design and inspection of the
interbuilding cabling and infrastructure.

(IFC). The key to an EJ is that it must be issued by
qualified personnel, usually a company engineer

○

Recognized by the ICT Community

person. It must also be based on credible testing. For

○

Provides a Unique Skillset to an ICT Designer

example, issuing an EJ for a large plastic pipe based

○

Uses the Latest Technologies, Methods
and Best Practices

○

Critical in Modern High Bandwidth Applications

○

Engineered by OSP Experts

or a third-party engineering company, but never a sales

only on a test for small plastic pipe is not acceptable.

THE UL MARK
Products tested at UL provide a very important piece
of quality assurance through the presence of what is
called the UL Mark. That is the guarantee that the
composition of the product the manufacturer sells
is the same as what was tested. This is achieved through

Learn more: bicsi.org/osp

a series of unannounced and continuous inspections
conducted by UL throughout a manufacturer’s
production facilities worldwide. Even the ISO
certification does not provide such an independent
assurance, and it is a requirement that the CE Mark
in Europe is trying to emulate.
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(IFC). The key to an EJ is that it must be issued by
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Recognized by the ICT Community

person. It must also be based on credible testing. For
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Provides a Unique Skillset to an ICT Designer

example, issuing an EJ for a large plastic pipe based
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Critical in Modern High Bandwidth Applications
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or a third-party engineering company, but never a sales

only on a test for small plastic pipe is not acceptable.

THE UL MARK
Products tested at UL provide a very important piece
of quality assurance through the presence of what is
called the UL Mark. That is the guarantee that the
composition of the product the manufacturer sells
is the same as what was tested. This is achieved through
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production facilities worldwide. Even the ISO
certification does not provide such an independent
assurance, and it is a requirement that the CE Mark
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THE FIRST STEP
TO DATA CENTER
DESIGN EXPERTISE

publishing valuable information and working with
industry professionals to increase awareness of proper
firestop practices. Of course, when it comes to better
understanding the specific code requirements of
an individual construction project, always contact

DC101: Introduction to
Data Center Design

the local authority having jurisdiction (AHJ). The

When Mother Nature puts your
network in jeopardy…
Hitachi has the answer.

code official has a clear understanding of building
requirements and experience gained from a multitude
of similar construction projects.

Introducing the first Plenum rated
cable designed for wet locations.

SUMMARY
Firestop systems, not individual firestop products,
achieve ratings based on evaluation to the appropriate
standards described herein. Whether a firestop system
or a firestop product, it is only as effective as the
manner in which it is installed. A good installation
will be consistent with the characteristics described

DryBit

in the firestop system. A well thought out selection

™

of a firestop product will ensure the building’s needs
are maintained as the various service elements
are changed or expanded. Unfortunately, a firestop
system can be rendered ineffective if installed
or reinstalled improperly. Installation practices

A plenum-rated cable that’s
designed for wet environments.

considered improper include inappropriate mixing
of products, using materials other than those tested as
part of a firestop system, not following the parameters
of a firestop system, and penetrations that are not
protected at all or where protection has been removed
or reduced over time. Such a system has no integrity
and presents a safety hazard, rather than being
an important component of a building’s life-safety

A self-paced, online course
designed to cover
foundational knowledge
of data center design.

system with a strong offensive line.

AUTHOR BIOGRAPHY: Justin Pine, RCDD is a Project
Engineer and Product Specialist with Specified Technologies Inc.
He currently volunteers for BICSI's TI&M committee and serves
as a Subject Matter Expert Technical Lead for Firestopping.
Justin can be reached at JPine@STIFirestop.com.

Learn the fundamentals:
data center design process,
design criteria, systems,
components,sustainability,
commissioning and
maintenance.

UTP

FUTP

Conduit that originates indoors but passes through or under
a concrete slab is often subject to water infiltration. National
Electric Code (NEC) 2017 Edition, Article 100 and the BICSI
Telecommunication Distribution Methods Manual (TDMM)
define these environments as wet locations since the slab
and the associated conduit are subject to saturation by
water. Standard plenum or riser rated cables can’t be used
in these situations since water will have a catastrophic effect
on both their electrical performance and physical properties.
The typical solution has been to use outdoor cable in the
conduit and then transition to the appropriately rated cable
type once indoors.
DryBit™ Category 6 cable from Hitachi Cable America
eliminates the time and cost associated with transitioning
from outdoor cable to indoor-rated cable.
DryBit™ Category 6 cable is designed for use in wet
environments so long term submersion in water will not
impact its electrical performance or degrade its outer
jacket. DryBit™ is verified by Underwriters Laboratories (UL
A826376) for long term water submersion. DryBit™ cable
also carries a plenum (CMP) rating. This CMP rating makes
DryBit™ cable one of the most versatile cables available by
simplifying installation and eliminating the costs associated
with transition points. And, since DryBit™ is verified for
electrical performance by UL, it’s guaranteed to support all
applications intended for Category 6 cable.

REFERENCES:
1. UL , Residential Furnishings Side by Side, https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=LsReYgKpHbE

www.hca.hitachi-cable.com
bicsi.org/dc101
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With increasing bandwidth demands,
you must rise above today’s standards.
Every year we see exponential growth in bandwidth
consumption. AFL’s new ASCEND™ platform is not built
for what you need today, but what you will need tomorrow.
To be ready for tomorrow’s networks, you need to be flexible.
Get to 800Gb and beyond with ASCEND.

Optical Network Progression

Learn more at
AFLglobal.com/ASCEND

